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Executive Summary
Africa’s current infrastructure deficit is a major challenge to unlocking the continent’s potential
for economic resurgence. Addressing this deficit must be prioritized for pursuing multi-sectoral
growth. The African Mining Vision (AMV) put forward by the African Union Commission
(AUC) has called for a Resource-based African Industrialization and Development Strategy
(RAIDS) in light of the current upswing in prices of the continent’s commodities. This report
therefore explores how mining investment can be used to develop partnerships in the financing
of economic infrastructure, to help narrow the current deficit.
Due to the commodities supercycle, the African mining industry exhibited exceptional
performance in 2010. Canadian, Australian and European firms currently dominate the industry,
while Chinese firms are gaining considerable traction through large greenfield investments and
the acquisitions of incumbent western firms. Participation in infrastructure by western mining
firms is limited to social development programmes while that of Chinese firms is associated with
larger scale infrastructure to facilitate greenfield operations.
Africa’s infrastructure needs are vast. The use of a development corridor (DC) approach through
mining spatial development initiatives (SDIs) is discussed as a pragmatic approach to prioritizing
infrastructure needs and 17 potential SDIs are presented. Mining requirements for infrastructure
have the capacity to trigger its collateral use to encourage linkages for broad-based economic
growth. However, private sector involvement in Africa’s infrastructure is minimal and
concentrated in telecommunications and energy. This is largely attributed to the risks associated
with long payback periods and the inability to generate requisite cash flows.
The major sources of public finance for infrastructure include ODA from OECD countries; NonOECD funding from China, India and Arab states; and other public finance sources. The global
financial crisis, shifting OECD priorities and conditions attached to financing limit the pool and
scope of funds available to African countries. Non-OECD sources of finance have grown
considerably, most notably from China. Within a RAIDS, China’s Resource for Infrastructure
(R4I) swaps are gaining prominence, with lingering concerns around performance, debt and
environmental sustainability. Other sources of public finance such as domestic and international
capital markets are limited in their potential to raise capital due to country risk premiums,
underdeveloped local financial markets and poor tax administration.
Despite these limitations, it is imperative that African governments address their infrastructure
deficit. Using minerals as the core for infrastructure development planning will simultaneously
co-opt private participation as well as unlock the major sources of public finance. Governments
must therefore undertake scoping studies for the proposedregional SDIs and incorporate them in
their national development plans. They must enhance internal capacities to strategically engage
mining corporations in partnerships for infrastructure finance; with new investors or Chinese R4I
deals approached for new projects and existing investors, for maintenance and expansion. For
other sources of funding, the establishment of regional infrastructure banks, sovereign wealth
funds and an Africa Investment Guarantee Agency AIGA are strongly recommended as part of
efforts to dismantle country risk. Finally, governments must implement long term institutional
and financial reform programmes to deepen access to capital markets.

“The African mining vision will comprise side-stream linkages into infrastructure (power,
logistics, communications, water) ….. and a mining sector that has helped a competitive African
infrastructure platform, through the maximization of its propulsive local and regional economic
linkages” – The African Mining Vision (AMV, 2009)

1. Introduction
The African mining vision is the result of several initiatives at the sub-regional, regional and
global arenas to develop policies and frameworks that maximize the economic benefits from the
exploitation ofthe continent’svast mineral wealth.Indeed, industrialization from natural resources
has been achieved in other countries such as Norway, Australia, Canada and more recently,
China–with adequate policies and institutional frameworks in place, the resource curse and the
Dutch disease can be avoided. For Africa, such a Resource-based African Industrialisation&
Development Strategy (RAIDS) is not new. Shortly after independence, African governments
implemented this strategy through the nationalization of mining operations. Following a
combination of depressed mineral prices, rising oil prices and poor management operations, the
agenda turned to ambitious mining projects dependent on foreign investment. These created
inefficient unsustainable mining enclaves, not least due to the low levels of infrastructure
development, market necessity, asymmetric power relations with investors and weak technical
capacity of recipient countries. The negative experiences of these two eras of resource-based
development led to countries moving towards the need to diversify economies away from
dependency on natural resources. The 2008 mining vision however, comes when the time is ripe
to resuscitate such an agenda - the combination of high commodity prices, low sovereign debt
and relative financial stability creates the perfect circumstances for a clean slate on which
African countries must orchestrate their economic renaissance. Given that countries have had the
opportunity to reflect upon past experiences and learn from other regions that have pursued
similar paths to economic growth – there is no better opportunity than the present to pursue a
bold but achievable RAIDS.
An International Study Group (ISG) to review Africa's mineral regimes was established to enable
detailed consideration of the interests of African countries. The ISG report covers an audit of
previous and current mining trends, small scale mining, revenue management, mineral linkages,
international trade, institutions, and regional policy harmonization. The need to address
infrastructure development as a major determinant of the poor performance of mining in Africa
has been discussed in the ISG report within the context of optimizing mineral based side linkages
(including financial services, logistics, and technology development). Poor collateral use of
infrastructure (avoiding the Dutch disease and investing in feeder infrastructure for other sectors)
was identified as a constraint to further continent-wide linkage development. For example, it was
argued that innovative Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) in infrastructure projects, coupled with
bidding up the proportion of open access capacity available to third party users at nondiscriminatory tariffs, would create desirable infrastructure linkages.
According to the Africa Infrastructure Country Diagnostic (AICD), infrastructure has been
responsible for more than half of Africa’s recent improved growth performance. It has further
recommended that Africa needs to take a spatial view of infrastructure development priorities
(Foster, 2008). Relating the spatial approach toa RAIDS would be theAMV’s advocacy for

resource-based spatial linkages through spatial development initiatives (SDIs). These entail the
establishment of key development corridors across Africa based on the promotion of key large
scale anchor mining investmentsto synchronize infrastructure provision with users. SDIs are not
the only spatial lens to infrastructure development. China’s economic zones, for example, are a
deliberate application of this spatial view of infrastructure development with a focus on coastal
areas. Johannesburg is an example of a naturally occurring spatial pattern around mining. SDI’s
therefore provide a pragmatic approach in enhancing investment potential and industrialization
by increasing the economic and social benefits of infrastructure investments in mineral rich
countries.
The AICD also strongly recommends that the infrastructure funding gap be closed. While the
ISG report advocates for infrastructure development via side linkages and SDIs that might
catapult collateral use of infrastructure, it has not addressed how these might be financed and
implemented. Given that infrastructure development is a pressing priority for unlocking Africa’s
growth and that Africa’s vast natural resources provide a strong basis for pursuing a RAIDS, this
reportbuilds on the existing discourse on infrastructure development. Consideration is given to
the financing of infrastructure using the mining sector, and what policy options might be
considered by African governments to achieve successful infrastructure projects given existing
budgetary and other capacity constraints. This is not to say that mining infrastructure will be
considered in an enclave fashion but rather, with SDIs and linkages as a guiding agenda. Since a
successful SDI includes the collateral use of infrastructure, this report addresses ways in which
private mining investment might facilitate the development of SDIs by including investments in
feeder infrastructurefor other economic and social purposes.
The report does not focus on social infrastructure (schools, hospitals, prisons etc.), Information
and Communications Technology (ICT), and infrastructure associated with Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR). Rather, the discussionfocuses on economic infrastructure such as energy,
transport and water. The approach taken is that towards promoting private sector participation in
public infrastructure investment in the mining industry. The three sectors above will be focal
points around which the promotion of infrastructure investment will be discussed. This is not to
imply that social infrastructure is not important but, within the context of mining investment the
economic infrastructure developed will have spill over effects towards the development of social
infrastructure.
The report is structured as follows. Section 1 provides a brief outline of the status of Africa’s
infrastructure development and the interrelationship between infrastructure and mining
investment. Section 2 discusses investment trends in mining, identifying the key players, their
investment approaches and any geopolitical considerations associated with their strategies.
Section 3addresses economic infrastructure needs in Africa, identifying potential avenues for
further development and private sector participation.Section 4 reviews existing alternatives in
financing mining investment in Africa, drawing on strengths and challenges of traditional
western models and more recent alternative models from the “South” given the rising interests of
emerging economies such as China and India in Africa’s mineral resources. Section 5 further
discusses the corresponding alternatives in financinginfrastructure investment in Africa. Section
6 concludes by offering a set of policyrecommendations for consideration by African
governments in obtaining the most infrastructure-related benefits from mining investment.

2. Africa’s infrastructure development and mining
The importance of infrastructure development as the key ingredient in Africa’s economic
transformation cannot be overemphasized because the economic returns on infrastructure
investment and rehabilitation are high. On one end, it has been well documented that
infrastructure development reduces poverty and the achievement of the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) as access to utilities and social services improves welfare. On the
other end, infrastructure contributes towards economic growth by facilitating Africa’s
participation in global and regional markets through reduced production and transportation costs.
Thus infrastructure development simultaneously reduces poverty and promotes trade.
Table 1 shows the status of Africa’s infrastructure. While there have been recent developments
(particularly in telecommunications infrastructure) that contributed to over half of Africa’s
improved growth performance, it is clear that Africa has major deficits across all sub sectors that
require immediate attention. Africa’s infrastructure lags behind other developing countries and
the continent’s difficult economic geography poses tough challenges for infrastructure
development. Furthermore, infrastructure challenges vary greatly by country type, with
landlocked low-income fragile African countries having the heaviest burden.
Table 1: The status of Africa’s infrastructure

Sector

Sub sector and Measure

SSA

S.E
Asia

Transport

Roads – paved road network in km per1,000 km2
Rail – network coverage in km per 1,000km2
Air – number of paved airports per 100,000 km2
Water – number of ports per 100,000 km2

49
03
3
0.27

59
13.2
4.54

Energy

Electrical generating capacity - MW per 1million people
Percentage of households with access to electricity

70
18

231
57

ICT

Fixed line telephony - density in subscribers per 1,000 people
Mobile telephony - density in subscribers per 1,000 people
Internet connectivity - density in subscribers per 1,000 people

33
101
2.8

90
208
6.6

Water and
sanitation

Water – percentage of households with access
Sanitation – percentage of households with access

63
35

75
60

Sources: www.portarea.com, Yepes and others (2008)

Due to their scarcity and inefficient operation, infrastructure services cost twice as much in
Africa compared to the rest of the world. For example, Africa’s logistics costs are about 250% of
the global average with land locked countries being hit the hardest due to the continent’s
geography (vastness, high precipitation and high altitudes and thus, few navigable rivers),
incoherent European balkanization (resulting in land locked territories) and low coastal
population densities (AMV, 2009).
According to the AICD, two thirds of Africa’s infrastructure is domestically financed by tax
payers and users. To ensure adequate infrastructure provision, $93billion of annual spending is

required(more than double the previous estimates by the Commission for Africa) and the
continent’s funding gap is believed to be well over $40billion a year, mostly in the energy sector.
These findings have led to recommendations proposed for improving infrastructure in Africa,
most notably, the pursuit of regional integration to reduce infrastructure costs, taking a spatial
view of infrastructure development priorities and closing the infrastructure funding gap.
The relationship between infrastructure development and mining in Africa
Given the existing challenges in Africa’s infrastructure development, there is a pressing need
foralternative pragmatic, and if possible, “quick-win” policy options for dealing with current and
potential infrastructure investment. How might mining investment be connected to infrastructure
development? On one hand, the AMV has highlighted the lack of requisite infrastructure
(especially transport and energy) as a constraint to mineral exploitation, discouraging investment
in mining due to increased costs. On the other hand, it has also been well articulated in the ISG
report that mining investment might be associated with the development of side linkages, to
which infrastructure development would arise. With limited capacity by governments and mining
firms to fully finance projects independently, the double barrelled problem of low levels of
mining and economic activity and low levels of infrastructure development is not a surprising
result. However, the possibility of simultaneous infrastructure and mining investment offers a
pragmatic solution to this. Tying mineral exploitation (private investment) to infrastructure
development (public investment) through innovative financing and management arrangements is
the practical alternative to achieving this challenging, but not insurmountable endeavour.
The complementarity between infrastructure and mining investment is neat. Firstly, economic
activity (or its potential) in mineral resource rich countries might be largely distributed by the
location of mineral deposits and thus taking a spatial view of infrastructure development is a
strategic way in which to prioritize the sector’s development in these countries. Second, the
mining industry is increasingly assessed according to the triple bottom line –“People, Planet and
Profit” – in which financial success must be associated with contributions to social and economic
development, and environmental sustainability. This provides the perfect supply-side opportunity
to engage mining investors with infrastructure project proposals. On the demand-side,
governments have never been best placed to stimulate investment in infrastructure from a mining
perspective. The combination of high commodity prices, low debt levels and investor interest in
opportunities outside the west due to the global financial crisis (GFC) opens up a new dimension
of opportunities within which financing infrastructure development can be explored.
Governments therefore have the options of solely financing infrastructure, financing
infrastructure jointly with private investors, or permitting investors to finance infrastructure
under various arrangements.
Africa’s infrastructure deficit is extremely wide and tying mining investment to infrastructure
development is one pragmatic way of narrowing it. To unpack how a RAIDS might be achieved,
the next section sets the context to identify the main players in Africa’s mining industry, their
strategies, and home-country drivers of the investment approaches used.

3. Africa’s mining industry
This section reviews investment trends in mining, taking into account the geopolitical drivers
behind the behaviour of key investors in the industry. An understanding of the diversity of
players in the sector is key to deriving policy options for addressing Africa’s infrastructure needs
in a more strategic manner.
The demand for mineral resources
Africa’s mineral resources have never been in higher demand, with prices rising exponentially
over the past decade. These prices are said to be exhibiting a super cycle phenomenon - a
prolonged long-trend rise (with upswings of roughly 10 to 35 years) in real commodity prices,
driven by urbanization and industrialization of a major economy (table 2).There have been two
super cycles in the last 150 years (figure 1). The first was led by U.S growth (the late 1800’s to
early 1900’s) and the second, by post-war reconstruction in Europe and Japan’s economic
expansion (1945 to 1975)(Heap, 2005). Economists believe there is a 3rd super cycle underway,
driven by China’s materials led growth. The 6 base metals traded on the London Metal Exchange
(LME) -aluminium, copper, lead, nickel, tin, and zinc - are inputs in construction, transportation
and heavy manufacturing. Africa’s GDP grew by 5.3% vs. 4% globally in 2009 largely due to
the current super cycle of commodity prices. Given this high demand, it is no surprise that there
would be considerable investor appetite in establishing investments in the mining sector.
Table 2: Selected commodity prices

Figure 1: The super cycle of commodity prices

Source: Heap (2005)
Source:PWC review of global trends in the mining industry (2011)

The strategies that mining firms are using given this trend include consolidation through mergers
and acquisitions andbrownfields investments in which assets are purchased and substantially
overhauled. There is also considerable diversification into related products such as fertilizers and
upstream vertical integration of operations for self-sufficiency in which mineral trading
companies own substantial stakes in off-takers or ore producers. The returns generated by the
global mining industry can be categorized in terms of returns to companies through net profits,
returns to governments through taxes and royalties, and returns to employees through salaries

and other benefits. During 2009, in the depth of the financial crisis, returns to governments
decreased by 2% while returns to employees increased by 5% and companies experienced more
than a 40% decrease in returns. In 2010 however, the super cycle trend resulted in returns to
companies growing by 178% while returns to governments grew 60% and the growth rate of
employee returns remained unchanged (PWC, 2010). Should this trend continue it presents great
opportunities for governments to engage investors in mining and infrastructure investment.
Mining investment in Africa
The ownership of mining operations in Africa and the trends in investment in the sector have
changed since the 1990s after African countries liberalized their economies. Due to the lack of
reliable data, it is a challenge to ascertain the actual value of mining investments on the continent.
The discussion that follows is based on data on mergers and acquisitions (M&A) announcements
in Africa since 1985. This excludes the large number of greenfield operations that have recently
been undertaken in Africa and are likely to have higher valuations than M&A transactions.
Nevertheless deal announcements form a basis from which to gauge investor appetite in mining
on the continent1. Figure 2 shows the distribution of M&A deals in Africa.
Figure 2: African mining M&A announcements deal value ($mil), 1985 to present
Australia
2%

Other
2%

Brazil/Russia
India/Chile
2%
Africa excl.
South Africa
2%

Canada
Japan & U.S 4%
4%
China & Hong
Kong
8%

South Africa
50%

United
Kingdom
8%

Europe
18%

South Africa (47,523)

Europe (17,124)

United Kingdom (7,680)

China & Hong Kong (7,671)

Japan & U.S (4,145)

Canada (3,259)

Other (2,157)

Australia (2,030)

Brazil/Russia/India/Chile (1,728)

Africa excl. South Africa (1,612)

Includes completed deals, intention announcements, pending deals, partially completed deals and targets seeking acquirers. Excludes withdrawn
deals, discontinued rumours and targets seeking buyer withdrawals. Source: Thomson One Banker (2011)

1

Data might include double counting assets which may have been transferred more than once during the period.

African mining investors
Table 3 lists 30 of Africa’s largest mining companies by turnover. The largest mining companies
are from South Africa, given its vast mineral endowment, particularly in expensive precious
metals, and foreign investment in the sector. South Africa is by far the largest participant in the
M&A transaction space, accounting for 36% of the volume and 50% of the total value of deals
announced over the period. About 56% of the value of deal announcements occurred in the last
decade, demonstrating South African investors are becoming increasingly active after the
apartheid years. Acquirers are largely mining corporations, but also include investment entities
and construction firms aiming to vertically integrate or diversify their operations.
M&A involving Africa’s non South African acquirers accounts for 6% of the volume of deal
flow and 2% of the value of deals for the period, largely in gold. These announcements are fairly
recent, with the first being recorded in 1990 and over 50% of transactions having occurred in the
last decade. This indicates increased financial capacity to purchase assets by African investors,
after liberalisation. Acquirers in this category largely consist of investor groups and mining
companies, including deals in which government agencies purchase assets. Most notable is
Libya’s Sovereign Wealth Fund’s (SWF) purchase of stakes in Ghana’s Bibiani Project in 1995
prior to its sale to Ashanti gold in 1996 and Eritrea’s recent acquisition of 30% of domestic
Bisha’s gold mining operations.
Table 3: Top 30 African mining companies by turnover (2010)
Rank 2010
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Name
Anglo Paltinum Corp.
Anglogold Ashanti
Goldfields
De Beers Consolidated Mines
Impala Platinum Holdings
Kumba Resources
Office Cherifien Des Phosphates
Exxaro Reources
Harmony Gold Mining Co.
African Rainbow Minerals
Assore
Lonmin
Palabora Mining Co.
Tarkwa Mines*
Société Nationale Industrielle et Minière
Catoca Sociedade Mineira
Namdeb Diamond Corp.
Northam Platinum
Moolmans
Soc D'Expl. Des Min. D'or De Sadiola*
Compagnie Minière de L'Ogooue
Merafe Resources
Societe des Mines de Morila
Societe des Mines de Loulo
Groupe Managem
Drdgold
Societe des Mines de l'Aïr
El Nasr Mining Co.*
Damang Mines*
Metorex

Using 2009 results. * means 2008 results Source: The Africa Report, 2010

Country
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
Morocco
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa
Ghana
Mauritania
Angola
Namibia
South Africa
South Africa
Mali
Gabon
South Africa
Mali
Mali
Morocco
South Africa
Niger
Egypt
Ghana
South Africa

Turnover
USD 000's
4 981 195
4 145 041
3 921 496
3 840 000
3 521 633
3 155 867
3 011 760
2 023 513
1 549 891
1 360 873
1 188 931
1 062 000
712 372
550 302
518 504
461 510
434 988
429 542
406 617
396 208
380 920
374 975
330 577
301 960
278 902
257 606
214 998
175 388
172 196
167 409

Foreign mining investors
The EU is the largest foreign participant in mining M&A interest in Africa with 3% of the
volume and 18% of transaction value. However, the bulk of the value of transactions (80%) is
from pre-2002 deal announcements. The De Beers 2001 $17.6billion buy-out that translated into
$11 billion inflows from Luxembourg to South Africa represented over 50% of total European
transaction value over the entire period. This explains the lower participation of European
acquirers in African mining M&A in the last decade. The recent 2008 EU Raw Material
Initiative proposes an integrated raw materials strategy based on, among other principles,
ensuring access to raw materials from international markets under the same conditions as other
industrial competitors. To achieve this recommendations have included the EU’s pursuit of a raw
materials diplomacy strategy with a view to securing access to raw materials, particularly with
Africa. The EU therefore plans to reinforce its dialogue and actions in the area of access to raw
materials and on natural resources management as well as transport infrastructure, within the
implementation of the EU Joint Strategy and Action Plan 2008-2010. Acquirers from the U.K
account for almost 11% of volume and 8% of the value of deals announced. Unlike European
investors, more than 80% of the transactions have taken place in the last decade and 12% of the
value of these transactions comes from British Overseas Territories and dependencies2.
China and Hong Kong represent less than 2% of the volume of deals announced and rank third,
accounting for 8% of the value of deals announced during the period with 80% of the deals
closing in the last decade. The largest recorded announcements include Golden Champion’s
pending acquisition of Rio Tintio PLC Simandou Iron in Guinea and Jinchuan Group’s
$1.3billion intent to acquire South Africa’s Metorex, both valued in the range of $1.3billion.
However, Chinese investors have embarked on large scale greenfields investments that surpass
the figures in M&A announcements and furthermore, Chinese increased acquisition of Australian
mining companies is converting them into a major force in Africa’s mining sector. China’s
aggressive engagement of African countries has turned the poles of influence in development
assistance and trade away from Western countries and mining is no exception, as illustrated in
box 1. The large infrastructure projects offered by China in return for mineral resources has
undoubtedly raised questions of policy implications for development planning in Africa’s
infrastructure as will be discussed subsequently.
The U.S accounts for almost 4% of volume and 4% of the value of deals announced with 58% of
the announcements within the last decade. Japanese participation is very low, at 0.2% of the
value of deals announced. The few Japanese acquirers in the data base are trading companies and
manufacturing firms with a strategy of securing the supply of precious metals. Both Japan and
the US and have traditionally sought to secure the long term supply of strategic resources,
including minerals, by means of long term planned political and economic cooperation with key
supplier countries and by strategic stockpiles. More recently the term "criticality" has replaced
“strategic” to express the dependency of industrialised countries on certain metals and minerals
as a product of importance of use and availability. The U.S critical mineral study has
recommended that the federal government help facilitate activities that sustain mineral supplies,
including exploration, development, technology, recycling, and appropriate environmental
protection.
2

Jersey, Guernsey, Isle of Man, British Virgin Islands, Bermuda, Cayman Islands and Gibraltar

Box1: Chineese mining in Africa3
China is noow the prime driver
d
of worldd mineral pricess as the countryy is unable to meet
m its annuall demand for copper,
zinc, nickeel and a range of other raw materials.
m
Chinna now importts $100 billionn worth of base metals everyy year,
consumingg more than 25
5% of the worrld’s supplies. This includes 30% of globaal zinc output, 25% of globaal lead
output andd 22% of refin
ned copper prooduction, passing the U.S too become the world’s largesst copper conssumer.
Furthermore, the Chinesse economy abbsorbs 27% off the world’s iron
i
and steel and 25% of itts aluminum output.
o
African coountries have th
he potential too reap the maxximum benefitss from this dem
mand that is far
fa from declinning as
China stocckpiles uranium
m, copper, alum
minum, iron ore
o and other minerals.
m
The reserves are critical
c
for provviding
China withh protection fro
om market flucctuations and guuarantee resouurce supplies.
China is almost exclussively reliant on Sub-Sahaaran
Africa for its cobalt impo
orts, and signifficantly reliantt for
manganesee (from Gabon
n, South Africaa and Ghana). The
T
region is an important supplier of chhromium (maiinly
from Southh Africa, Madaagascar, and Suudan), accountting
for aroundd one-seventh of
o China’s gloobal imports eaach.
The regioon is still a relatively sm
mall but grow
wing
contributorr to China’s im
mports of iron ore
o and copper..

ure 3: Major Chinese
C
mining investmentss in
Figu
A
Africa
(2009)

Figure 3 illustrates thee presence off major Chinnese
mining invvestments in Africa
A
in 20099. Investmentt in
Africa’s mining
m
sector sttarted through the acquisitionn of
existing assets and now
w increasinglyy involves maajor
greenfield investments as
a illustrated by
b the feasibiility
studies andd announcemen
nts across the continent. Thiis is
consistent with the glob
bal trend in whhich China eitther
invests straategic minority
y stakes (<25%
%) for off takee or
majority controlling stak
kes (>75%). Tw
wo distinguishhing
factors associated with Chinese
C
investm
ment in the minning
sector aree the establisshment of miineral processsing
operations as well as in
nfrastructure thhat facilitates the
mining annd transportatio
on of products to ports. Thhese
investmentts usually co
ome with thhe price tag of
favourablee mineral conceessions.
Source: Thhe Beijing Axis annalysis of the Chinnese Statistical Bullletin of
OFDI

Chinese enngagement in Africa’s
A
miningg sector is larggely facilitated by the institutiional frameworrk established by the
governmennt’s “go out” policy
p
through the Forum for Cooperation between Africca and China (FOCAC).
(
Sinnce the
declarationn of the Yearr of Africa att the 2006 FO
OCAC, the Chinese
C
governnment has caarried out num
merous
interventioons to facilitatee its access to the continent’s natural resouurces. This inccludes the provvision of preferrential
loans for innfrastructure and social deveelopment, the construction
c
off 7 Special Ecoonomic Zones, establishment of the
China-Afriica Developmeent fund (CAD
DFund) and faacilitating acceess to cheap looans by Chineese natural resoources
companiess through the China Export--Import (Ex-Im
m) Bank and the Industrial and Commerrcial Bank of China
(ICBC), paarticularly since the latter’s accquisition of a 20% stake in South
S
Africa’s Stanbic Bank..
Chinas devvelopment assistance to Africca is modelled on its own devvelopment pathh. The construcction of speciall
economic zones
z
and large targeted infraastructure projeects coupled with
w deliberate economic
e
policcies were
characterisstics of China’ss growth from the 1970s.

3

Adapted from IDE-JET
TRO (2010) andd Beijing Axis (2009)

Australian and Canadian investors need to be viewed as a new and increasingly influential
category of investors in Africa’s mining sector. Canada accounts for 16% of M&A deal
announcements and 4% of the value of transactions. However, based on existing assets, Canada
is said to dominate in investment and assets outside South Africa as illustrated in box 2.
Australian acquirers account for 15% of the announcements and 4% of the value of transactions.
However, Australian companies are aggressively moving into large exploration projects for
greenfield investments with 87% of the deal announcements occurring in the last decade. Their
engagement by the Australian government to facilitate Australia-Africa relations raises their
profile significantly as illustrated in box 3 and, their increasing ownership by cash-rich Chinese
companies potentially gives them a unique identity in considering their participation in the sector.
Summary
This section has reviewed the trends in mining investment in Africa with a special focus on the
major players and their strategies of engagement. It is clear that the mining industry has
performed well globally and returns to companies far outweigh returns to governments.
In Africa, South African investors are formidable players in their domestic market with
considerable equity participation from international investors. Canadian and Australian
companies represent firms from the West with the largest pan-African mining footprint despite a
few major transactions from the EU out stripping the proportion of their investments. While
Canadian companies receive a fair amount of government support in facilitating investment,
Australian companies on the other hand do not receive as much support but are being courted by
their governments to facilitate the revival of Australia-Africa relations and provision of social
infrastructure aid. The EU, the U.K, the U.S and Japan are relatively passive in terms of
geopolitical efforts to engage Africa and facilitate mining investment. The EU and the U.K have
historically been major investors in the mining sector but their participation has reduced
significantly, giving way to the Juniors from Australia and Canada.
China is emerging as a major investor in mining in the continent with active and structured
support from its government in facilitating investment compared to the passive Canadian and
almost non-existent Australian approach. Furthermore, Chinese firms are aggressively executing
greenfield investments more than their western counterparts that entered the market to acquire
existing assets. With the growing acquisition of Australian and Canadian firms, Chinese
investment may soon dominate the continent’s mining sector.
The different geopolitical approaches used in mining investment can inform African
governments’ interactions with investors from these categories of countries. African
governments should leverage the access to capital markets that Australian and Canadian
companies and their governments have to participate in joint infrastructure projects. Sincerecent
Chinese investment is associated with large greenfield projects for both mining and processing,
itprovides a natural entry point for dialogue with Chinese firms on SDIs and feeder infrastructure
investment. Africa’s mining related infrastructure needs will be discussed in the context of SDIs,
in the next section.

Box 2: Canadian Mining in Africa4
Canadian mining firms have emerged as major players
in Africa’s mining industry, following the liberalization
programmes of many African countries in the early
1990s. These players jumped onto the privatization
bandwagon when African governments unbundled state
owned mining enterprises in a bid to attract foreign
investment. This was during a period of slower growth
in the sector and the traditional giants turned a blind eye,
leaving the Canadian “juniors” (smaller companies) to
acquire assets. Today the companies have experienced
unprecedented growth in the commodity price boom.
Data compiled by Canada’s Ministry of Natural
Resources (NRC) demonstrates the speed with which the
value of Canadian mining assets in Africa has grown
over the last twenty years: at $ 233 million in 1989, this
figure grew to $635 million in 1995 and surpassed $20
billion in 2008 (figure 5). Africa represented 11% of
Canada’s $25.8 billion in cumulative mining assets in
2001, a proportion which had risen to 17% of the total
$85.9 billion in the same assets by 2007.

Figure 4:Extractive mining operations with
Canadian interests (>15%) in Africa

Mines in production, including advanced development projects as of
December 2008. Quebec Metal Powders (QMP) is affiliated with QITRio Tinto and produces iron and metal powders Source: NRC 2010

According to the NRC, only South Africa, with over 35% of assets and investments, is just ahead of Canada in the
African mining industry. But with South Africa’s assets concentrated on its own territory, Canada dominates the rest
of the continent. In 2001, Canadian companies had operations in 24 African countries (figure 4), a figure that had
risen to 35 by 2007. However about 92% of Canadian investments were concentrated in eight countries (figure 6).
Figure 5: Cumulative Canadian Mining assets in
Africa

Source: NRC( 2010)

Figure 6: Canadian African mining assets
distribution by country (2010)

Source: NRC (2010)

The growth in African mining operations is partly attributed to interventions by the Canadian government such as
fiscal measures favouring mining interests, particularly in the internationalization of mining and exploration by the
Juniors. Export Development Canada (EDC) facilitates outward investment and in 2007, supported projects totalling
$22 billion worth of exports and investments in Canadian companies in the extractive sector. Additionally, the
Vancouver Stock Exchange facilitates special listings for firms undertaking risky exploration activities.
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Adapted from (Tougas2008) and Campbell (2011)

Box 3: Australian Mining in Africa5
Some 150 Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) listed or Australian based mining and exploration companies, with
a collective market capitalisation of over $260 billion, are presently active or have an interest in mining operations
in 40 African countries. While statistics on the size of their investments in Africa cannot be accurately determined,
their collective investments in the last 10 years are believed to be in excess of $20 billion.
Figure 7 illustrates the distribution of Australian
mining projects across Africa. Like Canadian firms,
there are a significant number of Junior Australian
mining companies. South Africa dominates
Australia’s presence in Africa’s mining industry, most
likely through mergers and acquisitions. There have
also been some large scale greenfield investments that
have the potential to transform local economies given
their considerable infrastructure requirements.
Existing interventions include establishing and
managing social development programmes proximal
to their operations and actively undertaking or
sponsoring training initiatives.

Figure 7: ASX-listed companies with operations in Africa
South Africa (48)
2%

Guinea (5)

2%

Mali (4)

4%

Zimbabwe (3)

5%

Cameroun (2)

Includes proposed ASX floats, projects under construction, joint ventures
not separated. Source: Intierra Resource Intelligence (2010)

Ghana (61)
Tanzania (60)
Botswana (47)
15%

D.R Congo (34)

2%

22%

2%

Burkina Faso (20)

2%

9%

3%

Malawi (14)

Senegal (14)
Mauritania (14)

3%
5%

9%
7%
7%

7%

Madagascar (13)
Egypt (13)
Others (62)
Includes proposed ASX floats, grass roots, scoping and (pre) feasibility projects
5

The Australian government has been looking to
elevate Australia’s level of engagement with
Africa, as evidenced by the Joint Standing
Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade
(JSCFADT) Inquiry into Australia's Relationship
with the Countries of Africa. The mining sector
has been engaged as a key entry point into this
foreign policy and receives support for the annual
Africa Downunder Conference and the “Australia
Lounge” at the annual Mining Indaba Conference.

2%
2%

Mozambique (21)

Mali (14)

8%

Others (8)

South Africa (148)

Zambia (46)

57%

6%

Mozambique (2)

Figure 8: Number of ASX-listed company exploration
projects in Africa

2%

10%

4%

Zambia (3)

Tanzania (2)

Figure 8 illustrates the distribution of Australian
exploration projects in Africa. There is a significant
increase in the number of projects compared to
existing operations. While South Africa has the most
projects, the rest of Africa has numerous exploration
projects, demonstrating that Australian investment in
Africa’s mining sector will continue to grow.

Namibia (47)

2%

Ghana (7)

Mining companies have suggested collaborative
projects to facilitate Australia’s re-engagement
with Africa. These include public-private
partnerships in delivering social development
assistance, with the Australian Government
providing supplementary funding for approved
programmes. The provision and/or sponsorship of
professional development training for capacity
building in areas associated with Africa’s mining
sector has also been identified as a way of
addressing Australia’s acute shortage of mining
professional and technical skills.
Source: Intierra Resource Intelligence (2010)

Adapted from Australia Africa Mining Industry Group submission to Australia’s Joint Standing Committee on
Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade (2010)

4. Mining related infrastructure needs in Africa and private sector
participation
This section discusses how Africa’s infrastructure deficit might be strategically planned for.
Economic infrastructure needs will be identified using the Development Corridor (DC) approach
and different ways in which the private sector can participate will be discussed.
Given Africa’s colonial history, infrastructure development was started prior to independence by
Britain, France, Portugal and Belgium. In mining, over half of the investment prior to World War
II went into transport – mostly railways to connect existing mining operations - contributing
towards the enclaves as they are known today. Institutions such as the Colonial development
Corporation (CDC) and the Fondsd'Investissement pour le DéveloppementEconomique et Social
(FIDES) were established to facilitate public-private partnerships (PPPs) in infrastructure.
In the years following independence and the establishment of the Bretton-Woods institutions,
African governments embarked on large-scale infrastructure projects. These primarily relied on
the World Bank for debt financing and Western country firms for implementation with very little
private sector involvement in financing, given the lack of domestic capabilities in both areas.
After the oil crisis of the early 1970s, the sharp fall in commodity prices and costly protectionist
development strategies, African countries experienced economic contraction and mounting debt
resulting in lost decades from the 1970s to the 1990s. Widespread structural adjustment entailed
severe austerity measures associated with the abandonment of infrastructure investment.
Infrastructure has now resurfaced as an agenda for African countries, given the recent
improvements in economic performance as a result of the latest upswing in commodity prices.
Recent initiatives have been established to rise to the challenge of Africa’s infrastructure needs.
From a knowledge perspective, the Africa Infrastructure Country Diagnostic (AICD) was
designed to expand knowledge of physical infrastructure in Africa. Implemented by the World
Bank on behalf of the African Union (AU), the New Partnership for Africa’s Development
(NEPAD), Africa’s Regional Economic Communities (RECs), the African Development Bank
(AfDB) and infrastructure donors6 the AICD has produced a series of reports that provide an
overview of the status of public expenditure, investment needs and sector performance in energy,
information and communications technologies, irrigation, transport, and water and sanitation.
With regards to strategic policy formulation, programme harmonisation and project preparation,
the newly established Program for Infrastructure Development in Africa (PIDA) led by the
African Union Commission (AUC), the NEPAD Secretariat and the AfDB, is an initiative for the
development of infrastructure in Africa. Building on previous programmes, including the
NEPAD Short-Term Action Plan (STAP) and Medium-to-Long-Term Strategic Framework
(MLTSF), PIDA relies to the maximum extent on the AICD outputs and other data sources for
its implementation. However, regional infrastructure programmes such as the Trans-African
Highway are yet to be fully integrated in the PIDA, and some country level programmes
continue in isolation, due to the lack of harmonized infrastructure policies, unsolicited country6

Financing for the AICD is provided by a multi-donor trust fund to which the main contributors are the Department
for International development (UK DFID), the Public Private Infrastructure Advisory Facility (PPIAF), Agence
Francaise de Developpement (afd), and the European Commission (EC)

level bids and fragmented sub regional initiatives. This calls for the need for PIDA to fully
integrate all aspects of programming and implementation in its work.
Africa’s infrastructure needs for growth from natural resources can be established using three
alternative approaches. The first would be to map out Africa’s mineral resources and existing
infrastructure. Box 4 illustrates the distribution of Africa’s mineral resources, main road
corridors, power networks and railroads.
Box 4: Distribution of Africa’s mineral resources and mineral related infrastructure
a.

Mineral deposits …

Source: Maarten de Wit (2008)

c.

Rail networks…

Source: World Bank, 2010

b. Power networks….

Source: World Bank, 2008

d. Main road corridors

Source: World Bank, 2008

By comparing the distribution of mineral deposits and available infrastructure, it is very clear
that from a mining perspective, the infrastructure gaps are immense. More investment is needed,
not least in order to tap into natural resources that are currently experiencing a surge in global
prices, to unlock the continent’s potential.
A second alternative would be to include non-mineral natural resources. Figure 9 illustrates the
same argument. In addition to mineral deposits that have the potential for exploitation, including
oil and gas fields, their related infrastructure and water infrastructure provides further rationale
for infrastructure connections across other natural resources sectors.
Figure 9: Distribution of Africa’s natural resources and infrastructure

Source: Le Monde Diplomatique (2011)

A third alternative would be to draw out emerging patterns from the first two through the use of
the concept of development corridors (DCs) – transport or trade corridors with under-utilized
economic potential in their environs, the development of which would be explored through
spatial development initiatives (SDIs). SDIs are a means of strategically prioritizing and
promoting interrelated infrastructure and large scale economic sectoral investments in specific
geographic locations to promote trade and investment led economic growth optimize
infrastructure use and encourage further linkages to enhance the continent’s competitiveness.
The SDI approach rests on the principles of the existence of real economic potential (as opposed
to the mere existence of natural resource deposits), private sector participation in resource
mobilization (as a result of the economic potential), strategic application of public resources for
maximum impact and the inclusion of new groups of beneficiaries to resulting economic growth
(Thomas, 2009).
The principle of SDIs was informed from NEPAD commissioned studies that investigated the
potential of DCs and new SDIs across the continent, in addition to those already existing in
Southern Africa. The AU and the RECs have since endorsed NEPAD’s plans to create an SDI
unit to promote and coordinate SDI-related infrastructure projects and subsequently formed the
basis for the current Resource-based African Industrialisation and Development Strategy
(RAIDS). The United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA) and the
Infrastructure Consortium for Africa (ICA) 7 have equally endorsed this strategy. Figure 10
illustrates the concept of DCs in a RAIDS that includes the realization of comparative advantage
by overcoming infrastructure constraints through a network of cross-continental DCs that
transcend political boundaries. Densification of the corridors through the establishment of
ancillary and feeder infrastructure will enlarge the corridor’s catchment area and beneficiaries
anddeepen resource industries via cluster linkages. Reinvestment of resource rents into human
resource development and R&D will capitalise on linkages opportunities and lead to competitive
advantage independent of resource endowments (ibid).
Figure 10: The concept of Development Corridors

Source: Mintek (2006), cited from Thomas (2009)
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Led by the AfDB and Development Bank of South Africa (DBSA) and supported by the International Finance
Corporation (IFC), the European Commission (EC) the European Investment Bank and the G8 countries

Due to the global market distortion of the west’sagri-subsidies (Doha), mineral-based
opportunities are generally the only ones with requisite rents to catalyse the provision of
infrastructure (transport, water and energy) for the development of other sectors (agriculture,
tourism, etc.). For this reason the NEPAD SDI anchor projects tend to be mineral or energy
based (Figure11 and box 5). The provision of this infrastructure then underpins the viability of
projects in other sectors (densification). The NEPAD SDI goes beyond the “colonial”paradigm
(resources to coast) to integrated growth and development using resources to catalyse.
Figure 11: Proposed development corridors and spatial development programmes

Region

SDI

Countries

North Africa

Maghreb Coastal
Red Sea-Nile
Niger (Dakar-Port Harcourt)
Conakry-Buchanan
Sekondi/Takoradi-Ouagadougou
Gulf of Guinea
Douala N’djamena
Libreville-Lomie
Bas-Congo
Mombasa
Djibouti
Central Corridor
Tazara-Lobito
Madagascar
Luanda-Kananga
Nacala
Zambezi

Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, Egypt
Egypt, Sudan
Senegal, Gambia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria
Guinea, Liberia, Cote D’Ivoire
Ghana, Burkina Faso
Nigeria, Benin, Togo, Ghana, Cote D’Ivoire, Liberia
Cameroun, Chad
Gabon, Republic of Congo, Cameroun
DRC, Republic of Congo, Angola
Kenya, Uganda, DRC, Sudan
Djibouti, Ethiopia (Kenya)
Tanzania, Rwanda, DRC, Burundi
Tanzania, Zambia, Angola, DRC
Madagascar
Angola, DRC
Mozambique, Malawi Zambia
Mozambique

West Africa

Central Africa

East Africa

Southern Africa

Source: Mintek (2006)

Box 5: Example of a current and a proposed development corridor in Africa8
In Southern Africa the Maputo Development Corridor (figure 12) is the most advanced SDI to date, with over
$5billion in major investments and minerals that include non-ferrous metals, iron, steel, fertilisers and tourism. It
was the first SDI to be implemented at the regional level and involved a partnership between Mozambique and
South Africa, representing an unprecedented level of economic cooperation between the two countries. Despite
problems with railway upgrading and one-stop customs inefficiencies, it has been viewed as a success overall and
has provided a demonstration effect for other corridors and SDIs in Africa. The corridor links South Africa’s most
industrialized, but effectively landlocked northern and eastern regions(Gauteng and Mpumalanga provinces) to the
Mozambican port of Maputo, and centres on a system of road, rail, border posts, port and terminal facilities. It has
created a host of industrial and commercial opportunities along the 590km route from Johannesburg to Maputo,
which is now populated with steel mills, petrochemical plants, quarries, mines and smelters, sugar cane and forestry
plantations, and manufacturing facilities. The N4 Maputo Toll Road, developed and operated via a 30-year
concession contract, has become one of the show-piece PPPs in Southern Africa.
Key infrastructure investments include a
management agreement withLiverpool’s
Merseyside Docksand Harbor Company
to upgradeand operate the Maputo Port;
the construction of two highvoltage
electricity lines fromDuvha (near
Johannesburg) toMaputo through a
South Africa-Mozambique electricity
utilitiesJoint Venture (Motraco);The
development of the Pande/Temane gas
field in Mozambiqueand the construction
of a pipelineto South Africa by SASOL
(South Africa) and EN (Mozambique).
Other investments include the anchor
investment into theMozal Aluminum
Smelter atMaputo by BHP Billiton in a
joint venture with South Africa’s IDC
(about $1.5billion for phaseI and a
further $1billion in phase II). The
Beluluane Industrial Park, a600 hectare
industrial free zone adjacent to theMozal
plant, is attracting foreign, regional and
local investorsin heavy industry,
manufacturingand technology.
The proposed Niger DC (figure 13)
covers Senegal Gambia Mali Nigera and
Nigeria with iron, aluminum, uranium,
oil and natural gas, tin and phosphates as
natural resources. Additionally, the
corridor has economical potential for
cotton growing and tourism. The
envisaged infrastructure for the corridor
includes riverine transport, a railroad to
Dakar, an ore terminal and an electric
grid, in addition to upgrading of the
8

Source: Thomas (2009), Mintek (2006)

Figure 12: The Maputo Development Corridor

Figure 13: Proposed Niger Development Corridor

roads infrastructure.

The SDI approach discussed shows how regional infrastructure can be developed using a RAIDS.
The same concept can be applied at the national level, with smaller projects that can potentially
feed into the sub regional SDIs. For example, given the upswing in mineral prices Zambia’s
Malundwe and Chimiwungo copper and uranium deposits in Lumwana, North Western Province,
are to be exploited - over 50 years after their discovery in 1961, prior to the country’s
independence. Project construction is near completion by the Australian/Canadian Equinox
minerals that has a 25 year lease beginning in 2004 and renewable for another 25 years, of the
1,355 km2site. Production is estimated at 20 million tonnes per year to produce an average of
122,000tonnes of copper per year over the 37-year mine life. 25 additional exploration projects
are also currently being undertaken. A key reason Lumwana had not been mined earlier is the
limited infrastructure in the region. The Northwest highway, which links the Lumwana region,
Solwezi and the Copperbelt and passes within 3km of the project was in a deplorable state. The
Zambian government has completed a highway upgrade as far as Solwezi and has committed to
extend the upgrade to Lumwana. It has also completed a 330kV power line to Solwezi which
will be extended to Lumwana. This is an ideal case for an in-country SDI with private
participation in an area that is that has been bereft of economic activity but holds immense
potential. Furthermore, this could be integrated into the Tazara-Lobito DC that is aimed to
connect Tanzania, DRC, Zambia and Angola.
Private sector involvement in infrastructure
Zambia’s example is the typical case of the provision of infrastructure by governments.
Infrastructure is traditionally viewed as a public good with almost all the investment risk,
financial and operational, being borne by African governments. Historically, governments have
financed and operated infrastructure but with the wave of liberalization and decentralization the
use of public private partnerships (PPPs) in financing and delivery of infrastructure is
increasingly being considered. PPPs are contractual arrangements that allow for private sector
involvement in the supply of infrastructure assets and services. The risks and rewards associated
with the delivery of these public services are allocated contractually between the private entity
and the public owner or sponsor of the project. In the Zambian case, with adequate capacity and
coordination, the financing of infrastructure at Lumwana could have been shared with the mining
firms.
A distinction is made between the several different ways in which the private sector can be
involved in infrastructure provision and the difference between PPPs and other forms of private
participation in infrastructure (PPI) (box 6). PPIs grew in popularity after the mid-1990s when
African countries privatized the provision of some infrastructure services as they were less risky.
However, while the awareness of PPPs is growing, their use is not yet as common across the
continent. Pre-conditions for successful PPPs include an adequate institutional framework and a
transparent legislative and regulatory framework. Adequate investment, financial planning and
coordination capacity is also an important prelude to project success. Projects’ ability to stay
financially viable depend on regulatory stability after completion, appropriate risk and reward
sharing between the government and the private sector and the management of technology risk.
Because private participation in infrastructure must invariably benefit the private arm of the
project, these considerations have resulted in sectoral investment patterns in PPI commensurate
with the configuration of these factors in different sectors. Nevertheless, PPI remains extremely
low with water and transport remaining the most wanting as illustrated in figures 14 and 15.

Box 6: A typology of PPPs and other PPI projects

Source: UNECA (2011)

A large proportion of PPI has been in the ICT sector and given the distribution of the size of
Africa’s telecoms sector it is not surprising that this has been concentrated in Nigeria and South
Africa. From 2000-09, 15 water and sanitation projects were concluded in 13 Sub-Saharan
African (SSA) countries. Investments in these projects, plus projects that were initiated prior to
2000, totaled$179 million, making this sector by far the least active in terms of private
participation. Long-term concessions have been tried without success in this sector. The
prevailing type of PPP is the management or lease contract, such as those that have been
reasonably successful in West Africa (UNECA, 2011). Furthermore, political interference and
issues of universal entitlement make it the least viable for private participation
From 2000-09, 57 transport projects were concluded in 19 SS countries. For roads and bridges,
transparent tendering for contracts has been raised as a concern and there has been limited
sponsor interest outside the public sector – there has been no other successful toll road or bridge
outside South Africa except for the 2008 Nigeria Lekkiproject. Shadow toll roads have been
recommended as an alternative in which no tolls are levied from road users but shadow tolls are
paid by Government to the operator, based on traffic counts on the road and an agreed rate per
vehicle/vehicle type. For railways, apart from the few projects such as the 1067km long
Tanzania-Zambia railway, the continent has low levels of investment and largely relied on
colonial legacy assets that have an unfavourable configuration for an intra-African network.
Most projects have been mining related, with privately owned rolling stock being the most
prevalent in new investments. South Africa’s Gautrain is, nevertheless, an example of a
successful commuter train linking Johannesburg and Pretoria. For ports, the public sector model
has generally been sub-optimal with experienced operators like Maersk, P & O Nedlloyd,

Mersey Docks and Harbour Board managing habours. The main concern has been the
expropriation risk as the ports are viewed as national assets.
Figure 14: Sectoral attractiveness of private participation in infrastructure

Source: McKinsey and Co (2010)

Figure 15: Private participation in infrastructure in Sub Saharan Africa 1990 – 2005
Primary Sector

Investment in
government assets
(US$ millions)

Investment in
facilities
(US$ millions)

Total investment
(US$ millions)

% of Total
investment

Energy
Telecom
Transport
Water and Sewage

1,086
3,773
899
35

6,084
19,754
2,927
111

7,171
23,527
3,826
146

20.7%
67.9%
11.0%
0.4%

Total

5,793

28,876

34,669

100%

Source:Emerging Africa Infrastructure Fund (2009)

The energy sector has the second highest proportion of PPPs. The most optimal model would be
regional projects, which pose a problem for net importing countries. The AICD estimates that as
many as 16 SSA countries would be economically better off if they imported more than 50
percent of their power needs. This however means that many African countries would have to
reconcile themselves to a situation in which they were not responsible for their own energy
security. Also, some countries may not have the financial capacity to take on the risk of regional
projects. Ethiopia for example can develop hydropower resources for its own needs, without
private participation, but would have difficulties developing and financing projects large enough
to supply the massive amounts of power needed in neighbouring countries. Hydropower
investments are the most challenging due to higher upfront capital requirements and longer
tenors, issues of environmental impacts and social displacement. The World Bank having done
only one national-level hydro project in the last decade attests to this.

Furthermore, it is even more challenging to secure financing for vehicles established for regional
infrastructure projects. The Grand Inga Dam is an example of a SADC and NEPAD priority
project that would guarantee power supply to the entire continent if successful. It is the world’s
largest hydropower scheme proposed for the Congo River in the Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC), one of Africa’s most politically volatile countries. Grand Inga could produce up to
39,000 MW of electricity, over twice the power generation of Three Gorges Dam in China, and
more than a third of the total electricity currently produced in Africa. But with a price tag of over
US$50 billion and economic viability dependent on either a massive growth in energy–intensive
industries or the export of its electricity to as far away as Europe, harnessing a consortium of
investors, sponsors and African countries has proved challenging. Lending to a vehicle backed
by African countries and located in Transparency International’s top 15 "most corrupt countries"
has been seen as too risky, even by traditional donors.
Summary
There is clearly a neat overlap between infrastructure and mining - the demand for mining
infrastructure is currently high and so is the demand for public infrastructure. A strategic and
practical way of planning for the provision for both mining and infrastructure investment via
SDIs has been discussed and justified and a set of SDIs have been proposed. Mining SDIs offer a
practical approach to public infrastructure investments given their reasonably large requirements
for water, energy and transport.
The challenges of PPIs in infrastructure in different sectors have also been discussed.
Telecommunications, energy and ports are the sectors most favoured by PPI while roads have
shown some participation, but without toll roads such operations are a challenge to manage.
Projects that are mining related are largely restricted to privately owned assets, indicating
potential challenges with engaging private mining investors in feeder infrastructure investment.
However, African governments must strategically target tying mining investment to PPI in
energy. After all, it is the sector that is most likely able to draw private participation and power
purchase agreements underwritten by large mining operations can further help in unlocking
finance.
While energy is favoured by PPI at the country level, desirable regional projects pose challenges
for PPI and regional agreements would be difficult to achieve as net importing countries and
countries outside the location of the assets may be unwilling to participate. Improved
institutional arrangements at the sub-regional level such as special purpose vehicles and common
ownership mechanisms are recommended for African governments to realize the benefits of
regional infrastructure projects.
Finally, from the analysis presented, African countries should pursue the DC and SDI approach
as immediate options for infrastructure development, starting with scoping studies to assess the
economic viability of the proposed DCs. Given that a key principle of SDIs is to engage private
participation the next sections addresses the different ways in which mining and infrastructure
investments are financed, in order to draw policy implications for pursuing SDIs at national, subregional and regional levels.

5. Financing mining investment
Given the current high returns in mineral extraction discussed in section 3, it follows that to a
large extent there would be willingness to finance such investments. However, the development
of most mining operations involves considerable capital expenditure. This capital can only be
secured after a number of project risks have been confirmed or controlled. Although mining is a
high-risk business, it can also lead to high rewards. This attracts a number of speculative
operators and long term investors into the industry if the potential rewards outweigh the risks.
The following risk categories associated with mining operations are the main factors that
financiers consider in the decision of the bankability of a mining project (Iloiu&Iloiu, 2006):
− Management risk involves the competency and experience of the mine operator to ensure
that the project is operated and managed efficiently. The larger the project, the greater the
capital costs and the more important becomes the management’s expertise and
qualification. A distinction is made between expertise and size: Africa has a considerable
number of the smaller “junior” mining companies that have relevant experience and
technology.
− Political risk is most commonly understood to be associated with expropriation of assets
or the imposition of excessive taxes and conditions by host governments. In this category
of risk, the basic expectations of investors include security of tenure over mining titles
with the right to pledge and alienate them, a stable tax regime, government approval to
develop and operate the project over its economic life and the ability to procure
equipment, material, labour and contractors from both domestic and foreign sources.
Other regulatory issues are the right to obtain payment in a freely convertible currency
and the right to service loans and repatriate profits and capital.
− Ore reserves present the highest level of risk for any mining project. Once exploration
has delineated an ore reserve, financiers will require an independent audit of those
reserves to ascertain there is sufficient proved and probable ore to sustain the project over
the period of investment.
− Production (technology) risk is associated with the selected method and technology for
ore recovery. Conventional or proven technology provides investors with the assurance
that production will take place in the most efficient manner. Given that the depth and
grade of ore body dictates whether a mine is open pit or underground, the latter has a
higher production risk. This is due to the possibility of the incorrect location of shafts,
choosing inadequate mining extraction rates and the use of inappropriate underground
equipment.
− Construction risk is also known as completion risk. The reputation and past experience of
the company constructing the mine, project location and associated infrastructure such as
power lines, railways, roads and ports have a bearing on the economics of the project.
Heavy reliance is placed on the completion of construction adequately, within the
envisaged deadline, and with the ability to meet cash flow projections when it is in
operation.

− Market risk is associated with commodity price and currency exchange rate fluctuations.
Other considerations include the industrial organization of the product - whether it is
subject to a cartel and whether producers are price takers or price makers. The main point
is that the market clearing price of the product must make the project profitable.
− Environmental risk entails accounting for mine closure and rehabilitation, mitigation of
air and water pollution, waste management and taking an ecosystem approach where
development occurs.
Even when a project is bankable, financing conditions are neither automatic nor standard. Other
considerations determine the cost of capital – the return or interest offered to financiers for
providing capital for a project. The most common factors that drive this include financial market
liquidity, country liquidity of the mining project main sponsor, the credit standing of sponsors,
the capital equipment sourcing plans and the off-take agreements. The origin of project sponsors
also plays a major factor in access to financing from home government institutions.
Instruments of finance for projects can be categorized under two headings – equity and debt. The
mix of equity and debt financing in a bankable project depends on the configuration of its risks.
In exchange for a higher return, equity holders assume a larger proportion of the risks associated
with a project than debt holders. The highest risks occur during the exploration and prefeasibility stages of a project as indicated under ore reserves risk because only a small proportion
of exploration activity leads to mine development. It follows from this that the project sponsor or
mining project consortium holds an appropriate equity stake during the pre-discovery phase of a
project, to demonstrate their confidence that the project will be successful (figure 16).
Figure 16: Mining investment from an equity perspective

Source: Brent Cook’s exploration insights

However, the risky nature of mining also invites both long term and speculative trading in the
shares of established companies starting new projects or direct equity injections into junior
mining companies. Forms of equity investment include listed securities (mostly on the Toronto,
Australian, Johannesburg and the London stock exchanges), private equity funds, sovereign
wealth funds, pension funds, private investors and equity joint ventures.
Debt investors comprise direct lenders, risk insurance providers, supplier financiers and strategic
investors. Direct lenders include commercial banks and investment banks for loans, bonds and
project financing structuring (alternative ways of distribution of project risk) and syndication
(coordination of lenders). Prior to the last 5 decades, the equity financing route was the only way
to finance mining projects where political risk was high. Since the creation of development
finance institutions (DFIs) such as the International Finance Corporation (IFC), the European
Investment Bank (EIB), the AfDB and national export credit agencies (ECAs), mining projects
are able to obtain financing in instances where commercial banks are not prepared to lend. These
are able to bridge the gap along the spectrum of risk to incentivize the participation of direct
lenders.
In addition to lending, ECAs (such as Korea Ex-Im Bank and Japanese Bank for International
Corporation (JBIC)) provide non-commercial risk insurance services to their country’s mining
companies. Multilaterals such as Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) and other
commercial providers such as Coface also provide risk insurance. In addition to multilateral
participation, commercial lenders also require part of the credit risk to be borne by indirect
lenders - interested third parties who are likely or willing to accept credit risk and provide credit
support because they will benefit from the construction or completion of the project. These
include off takers and suppliers of raw materials equipment and services. Figure 17 illustrates
mining investment from a debt perspective. The more advanced a mining project is, the less risky
it becomes and the more willing traditional debt investors are to participate.
Figure 17: Mining investment from a debt perspective
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With regards to the bankability considerations discussed, lenders have specific thresholds of risk.
For ore reserves risk, commercial banks usually demand a 50% reserve tail which means that if
the proven and probable reserves indicate a mine life of 15 years, then the project debt should be
repaid within 10 years. For production risk, banks are more comfortable with proven technology
and may not lend for processes that have not been tested. With regards to completion risk, the
value of the physical assets of the project prior to commissioning would invariably be only a
fraction of the financing received and commercial banks usually take security over the assets of
the project - not in order to recover funds if the project defaults (as they would not be able to
operate the project successfully), but to ensure compliance with negative pledges against
encumbering the assets of the project.
Traditional models of mining project finance with modifications for the African context.
The traditional or classic model of project finance would rely on “vanilla” financing from
commercial banks – that is, without the presence of DFIs and ECAs. A major challenge in
applying this model to the African context is that the real and/or perceived political risk of
mining projects is relatively high. The introduction of DFIs and indirect lenders into the
financing structure acts as a bridge between commercial banks and project sponsors. A classic
example of this adaptation of the traditional model of project finance can be illustrated by
theAmbatovy project in Madagascar (box 7).
The EIB is a DFI that has facilitated investment in African countries perceived to have high
political risk and thus considered a no fly zone for traditional banks. The EIB has EU
development cooperation policy as part of its mandate and thus provides investors with longterm financial resources either not available at all or at least not available on terms suitable to
ensure the sustainability of projects, while often having a strong catalytic effect to attract other
sources of funding. A key element of this is greater flexibility in offering various loan
instruments that meet borrowers’ needs. In the African, Caribbean, and Pacific (ACP) countries,
the EIB finances projects that contribute to the Cotonou Agreement's objectives of poverty
eradication, sustainable development and the gradual integration of the ACP countries into the
world economy.
The EIB is particularly supportive of projects in the mining sector, believed to bring value to
indigenous natural resources, increasing export revenues and generating fiscal income for
countries through royalties and corporate taxes. For these projects, the Bank pays particular
attention to environmental sustainability, the mitigation of and adaptation toclimate change,
natural resource management, protection of biodiversity and safeguards to improvements of the
general and urban environment. As a result, all mining projects with a significant impact on the
environment financed by EIB require an Environmental Impact Assessment.

Box 7: Ambatovy Project, Madagascar
The Ambatovy Project (table 4) is a large-tonnage long-life nickel and cobalt mining enterprise located in
Madagascar. At a construction cost of approximately $5.5 billion, the project is the largestever foreign investment in
the country – and one of the biggest in Sub-Saharan Africa and the Indian Ocean region. Once fully operational, it
will have the annual capacity to produce 60,000 tonnes of refined nickel, 5,600 tonnes of cobalt, and 210,000 tonnes
of ammonium sulphate fertilizer. Ambatovy is positioned to be among the world’s largest lateritic nickel mines. The
project is sponsored by four entities: Sumitomo Corporation, a Japanese trading company; Sherritt International
Corporation, a Canadian mining company; KORES, a state-owned resource development corporation from the
Republic of Korea and SNC Lavalin Inc., a Canadian engineering company.
Table 4: Ambatovy project summary
Investment

US$ 5.5bn

Project
lifespan

30 years (mine reserve life of 27 years)

Schedule

Mechanical completion expected in
2012

Major
Components

- Mine site located near Moramanga
- 220 km pipeline to transport slurry to
plant site near Toamasina for
processing
- Plant site for production of highgrade nickel and cobalt briquettes

Project
sponsors

Sherritt International Corporation,
Canada (40%)
Sumitomo Corporation, Japan (27.5%)
Korea Resources Corporation, Korea
(27.5%)
SNV-Lavalin Incorporated, Canada
(5%)

Investment for the project totalled$5.5 billion, of which $2.1 billion
is financed by an international consortium consisting of Japan Bank
for International Corporation, the Export-Import Bank of Korea,
Export Development Canada, the European Investment Bank, the
African Development Bank, and a number of private financial
institutions. The project is outstanding not only because of its large
resource development component, but also because it is backed up
by a large scale international syndicated loan as illustrated in figure
18 and table 5.
Figure 18: Ambatovy project financing structure
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Table 5: Ambatovy project financing syndicate

Borrower

Ambatovy Minerals S.A. & Dynamic Madagascar S.A k

Purpose

To finance construction of mine, processing plant, refinery and related infrastructure facilities

Project cost

US$ 5,500m

Multilaterals loan amount

US$ 2,100m

Japan IC Bank

US$ 700m under Overseas Investment Credit

Korea-EXIM

US$ 650m

European Investment Bank

US$ 300m

Canada export devt

US$ 300m and risk insurance

AfDB

US$ 150m

Syndicate commercial banks

Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation, Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi UFJ, Mizuho Corporate
Bank, ING Bank N.V., SociétéGénérale, BNP Paribas, CréditAgricole CIB, Shinhan Bank,
Woori Bank

Project Sponsor

Sheritt, Sumitomo Corp, Kores, SNC-Lavalin

Tenor

17 years

Sumitomo Mitsui Banking
Corporation

Lead arranger, JBIC & KEXIM coordinator/facility agent, bookrunner

Source: http://www.ambatovy.com

While Madagascar is relatively more stable in terms of political risk and institutional
development for the Ambatovy project, the EIB has also financed the TenkeFungurume Mining
project in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and as a result, provided insurance and
confidence in private commercial and investment banks to participate in such a syndication.
Nevertheless the EIB still has specific investment criteria and will not invest in projects deemed
too risky. Other noteworthy mining deals financed by the EIB are illustrated in table 6.The EIBs
participation in an African fund demonstrates the dearth of investment capital for domestic firms
who neither have the support of national ECAs (if any), nor that of more experienced
engineering contractors to participate as sponsors.
The strength of the traditional form of financing mining investment is the injection of capital
from various sources and the participation of a variety of players in the process, including
governments. The model attempts to assure transparency and subscribes to conventions agreed to
by all stakeholders involved. The model’s weakness lies in the relatively small pool of financiers
with a mandate in mining in Africa due to the perception of risk. Furthermore, coordination costs
such as arranger’s fees (usually 6% of deal value) and low capacity in host country mining
institutions might prove challenging for African junior miners.
Table 6: EIB financed projects in Africa’s mining sector
Project name
Munali Nickel Mine
Societe nationale Industrielle et Miniere
Tenke Fungurume Mining Sarl (TFM)
African Lion Mining Fund (AFL)
African Lion Mining Fund II (AFL II)
Bwana Mkubwa Mining Expansion
Complexe Industriel de Moanda
Kansanshi Copper Mine
Kouilou Magnesium Phase I
Lumwana Copper Project
Magadi Soda Pure Ash (MSC)
Moma Titanium
Mopani Copper Project
MOZAL II Aluminium Smelter

Country
Zambia
Mauritania
DRC
Regional fund
Regional fund
Zambia
Gabon
Zambia
Congo
Zambia
Kenya
Mozambique
Zambia
Mozambique

Short description
Nickel sulphide mine development
Capex for 200-2002 for increased capacity
Development of 3 copper/cobalt mines
Equity in young African firms (Lome IV conv.)
25% equity stake in AFL II (Cotonou Agmt)
Expansion of copper production facility
Manganese concentration, agglomeration
Development of open-pit copper mine
Bankable feasibility studies
Development of 2 open-pit copper mines
Construction of high purity soda ash plant
Mining of ilmenite, rutile and zircon
Modernisation of Mufulira copper smelter
Government 3.8% equity participation

Sponsors
Albidon Ltd
SNIM
TFM
African Lion Ltd
African Lion Ltd
First Quantum
Comilog S.A
First Quantum
MagIndustries Inc
Equinox Minerals
MSC
Kenmare Rscs
Glencore
Rep of Mozambique

Loan
$40m
$26.3m
$87.7m
$7m
$12.2m
$10.4m
$87.7m
$11.3m
$78.3m
$27m
$48m
$50m
$17.4m

Term
7 years
14 years
14 years
10 years
3 years
12 years
10 years
14 years
12 years
16 years

Note: Indicates EIB portion of the project’s financing plan. - indicates information is not available. Source: European Investment Bank

Alternative model in financing mining investment
The growth in emerging markets and their demand for raw materials have led to an increase in
their participation in Africa’s mining sector. While most of the principles of mining finance
apply, there have been some modifications to the process, based on the institutional
infrastructure and economic development strategies of these economies. There is no strict
definition to emerging economies but it has generally been agreed that their characteristics
include higher economic growth rates, large populations and increased demand for global
commodities. The BRIC hypothesis proposes that Brazil, Russia, India and China will
collectively become larger than the G6 by 2050 (Goldman Sachs, 2003).
Of this group, China is the largest consumer of natural resources globally. The country’s
insatiable appetite for commodities combined with the zhuadafangxiao (‘protect the large and
releasing the small’) and zouchuqu (‘going out’) declarations by the fifteenth Party Congress

have resulted in China’s Africa cooperation strategy. China declared 2006 as its ‘Year of Africa’
– 50 years after the establishment of formal Sino-African diplomatic ties in 1956 in Egypt.
The south-south cooperation agenda provides a conduit through which the economic
development of China can be transferred to Africa through the simultaneous deepening of trade
and investment relations. Chinese investment in Africa is thus a strategic consequence of China’s
development agenda and a series of measures was put in place for its regulation and promotion.
These included the interim measures for the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration
Commission (SASAC) in 1999; the Joint Annual Inspection of Overseas Investment in 2002 and
the System of Advance Reporting of Overseas Mergers and Acquisitions in 2005; (UN/UNDP,
2007). To sustain international business, China established the Export and Import (Ex-Im) Bank,
the China Construction Bank (CCB), the China Development Bank (CDB) and more recently, its
China-Africa Development fund (CADfund) to provide credit facilities, for exports, feasibility
studies, operations costs and so on.
Chinese firms have entered Africa’s mining sector as late comers and thus
internationaliseinitially through mergers and acquisitions of existing assets or advanced
exploration projects when available. Later, investments took the form ofgreenfield investments
in riskier environments given that a lot of accessible and economically viable resource deposits
were already exploited by the incumbent western (albeit, junior) players (Gill, 2008).
Nevertheless Chinas entry has been increasing dramatically with commitments announced to the
value of several billions of dollars, even acquiring prized assets that were deemed too risky or
financially too expensive by western investors such as the Canadian Albidon acquisition and its
Zambian operations in the midst of the global financial crisis. Other examples of mega deals in
the mining sector by Chinese enterprises include Aluminium Corporation of China’s (Chinalco)
investment in the bauxite deposit of Simandou in Guinea, China Non-Ferrous Metal
Corporation’s (CNMC) continuous investment in Zambia’s Chambishi and Luanshya mines, and
the $6 billion deal signed with the Democratic Republic of Congo by the Sicomines consortium.
Chinas largest nickel producer, Jinchuan Group, has taken an interest in several African
countries.
Chinese investment in Africa’s natural resources in general and mining in particular is critical to
its economy’s further advancement and thereforeis top on the agenda of the country’s
relationship with Africa. The ‘protect the large and releasing the small’ and ‘going out’
declarations were the initial ingredients that resulted in the growth of large state owned
enterprises (SOEs) that would be capable of outward investment in mining. Next, the
establishment of regulatory and investment promotion institutions facilitated credit facilities for
feasibility studies, mine development, operating expenditure and trade facilitation. Finally, the
political and economic ties established with African countries through the FOCAC and bilateral
relations have facilitated the smooth internationalization of the mining SOEs in Africa. The
Chinese state machinery is therefore orchestrated in such a way that it plays an active and
effective role in securing natural resources by facilitating outward investment by SOEs.
These modalities of investment result in conceptual modifications in the traditional model of
financing mining investment and subsequently that of mining related economic infrastructure in
the African context. This alternative model of financing mining investment varies from the

traditional model in terms of a selection of the risk categories under consideration, the players in
raising capital and the factors influencing the cost of capital or interest offered to financiers for
providing capital for a bankable project.
With regards to management risk in the context of Africa, most western mining project sponsors
are smaller junior companies with relevant experience and technology to reduce the risk of an
unsuccessful project. These companies need to demonstrate this to financiers that may not
necessarily come from their home countries. Chinese mining companies on the other hand are
large SOEs with experience predominantly in China and believed to have weak firm specific
advantages in terms of technological and innovative capabilities, brand names and reputation.
Nevertheless they are able to quickly enter African markets with the luxury of deciding whether
to do so through acquisitions, greenfield projects or indeed brownfield projects, given their size,
financial muscle and state mandate to secure mineral resources. Asymmetric information in
terms of management risk may not be a major concern to the financiers of the project that also
hail from China – the objective is to secure access to mineral resources and worry about potential
efficiency risks later.
Political risk is the aspect that sharply distinguishes the traditional model from the Chinese
model of financing mining projects. Political risk is an important consideration to financiers
because the large sunk costs associated with mining projects risk being lost as firms are believed
to lose bargaining power to host country governments in the form contract renegotiation,
expropriation, unstable tax regimes and corruption. Bradley (1977) for example found that 18%
of all U.S mining concessions and 12% of all U.S mining properties were expropriated by host
country governments from 1960 to 1974. Related to this is organizational legitimacy associated
with local communities’ acceptance to exploit natural resources given the impact it has on
livelihoods and the ecology of the land area being exploited. Political risk for Chinese firms is
much lower in comparison to their western counterparts because their home governments have
been actively engaged in fostering government-to-government (G2G) relationships with host
governments through diplomatic relations, aid and soft loans. Chinese mining companies are
therefore able to substantially reduce political risk and finance projects even in politically fragile
states due to the mutual trust and goodwill developed between the countries. Western
governments on the other hand play a passive role, if any, in reducing political risk.
Market risk depends on commodity prices and the industrial organization of the product. Given
that the Chinese economy is the major demand driver of mineral prices and Chinese firms have a
guaranteed buyer with either a guaranteed price range or inside information about the direction
of prices in the near future, market risk is reduced considerably, at least in the short term.
The technical risks of ore reserves, production risk and construction risk remain the same in the
alternative model. However, given that Chinese companies are said to have weak firm specific
advantages these risks are still overcome by the soft budget constraints exhibited by the state.
Furthermore, environmental risk is likely to be exceptionally high for Chinese firms due to less
experience and accountability towards mine closures, rehabilitation and mitigation of pollution.
Given their state ownership, the accountability to shareholders with a green agenda for corporate

governance is almost non-existent9 and African countries still lack the capacity to adhere to strict
environmental standards. So the benefits of amassing mineral resources far outweigh the costs of
these risks, particularly when risks are diversified amongst different mining companies and
different regions in Africa.
Chinese mining companies have managed to dismantle and substantially reduce the risks of
investment that might render some projects unbankable or result in a higher compensation to
financiers in order to take on the risk. Because of their state ownership, the need for financing
from diverse sources such as multilaterals, commercial banks and foreign sovereign wealth funds
is substantially diminished if not absent. The ECAs and other participants are inextricably linked
to the government. Furthermore, other factors that determine the cost of capital such as market
liquidity, home country liquidity, the credit standing of the sponsors, the capital equipment and
sourcing plans and off-take agreements all fall way in this model. China has large currency
reserves even in the midst of the current financial crisis to provide liquidity to banks for credit
facilities. The credit standing of sponsors is linked to the state as they are SOEs, capital
equipment is also sourced from SOEs and even when external engineering firms are contracted,
it is not necessary for them to bridge the financing gap. The off-takers are also SOEs that supply
China with Africa’s mineral resources. Table 7 shows a selection of top China-Africa mining
projects from 2008 to 2010 and box 8 illustrates a typical case of the Chinese financing model.
Table 7: Top China-Africa mining investments (2008-2010)
Project

Country

Sicomines-Gecamines Katanga copper project
China Union Bong iron ore deposit, expected
annual production of 300m MT of low-grade ore
Tonkolili iron ore mine

DRC
Liberia

Simandou iron ore project
Bosai bauxite and alumina refinery
Frischgewaagd-Ledig PGM project

Guinea
Ghana
South Africa

Luanshya copper mine and Chambishi smelter
African minerals (AML)

Zambia
Sierra Leone

Somina uranium operation

Niger

Sierra Leone

Financiers and sponsors
Gecamines, Sicomines and China Exim Bank
Wuhan Iron and Steel Group (WISCO) bought 60% of
China Union from CADFund (who held 84%)
Shandong Iron and Steel bought 25% stake in African
Minerals (AMLs) projects
Chinalco invests in a 47:53 JV with Rio Tinto
Bosai minerals JV with CADFund financed by CDB
$227m equity injection by Jinchuan and CADFund and
$650m via debt from CDB
China Non Ferrous Mining Company
China Railway Materials Commercial Corp acquires
12.5% stake in AML
JV between China National Uranium Corporation and
Government of Niger

Value
$3bn
$2.68bn
$1.5bn
$1.35bn
$1.2bn
$877m
$600m
$232m
$95m

Source: Hedinger and Pistorius, 2011

The alternative model of financing mining investments has its strengths and weaknesses. A huge
strength is the availability of large sums of money at reasonable rates for financing large scale
investments. Less coordination is required in the web of stateinstitutionswhere there are lower
coordination costs and arranger fees. However, the acquisition of western players such as
Australian and Canadian firms as well as joint ventures between themmay dilute the model if
they are partially listed. The disadvantage of this alternative model is that there is very little
accountability with regards to the quality of the projects, management risk,and environmental

9

The Ex-Im Bank has however, recently issued and environmental policy though it Is not clear how adherence will
be monitored

concerns – this poses future challenges when projects become partially owned through
international capital markets.

Summary
This section has reviewed the main considerations in financing mining investment. Greenfield
projects are particularly harder to finance in the early stages and sponsors require more equity in
the pre-feasibility phases. As a general rule, financing becomes easier as the project progresses.
The traditional model of financing mining investment entails standard debt for projects – a
challenge for financing projects in Africa when political risk is considered. However, with the
establishment of DFIs and participation of indirect lenders, modifications to this model have
enabled more countries to receive financing. Nevertheless the challenges still remain due to
coordination costs, arranger’s fees and the general perception of risk in Africa by financiers.
In the alternative model of financing, mining companies from emerging markets like China
substantially reduce the risks of investment that might render some projects unbankable for their
western counterparts or result in a higher compensation to financiers in order to take on the risk.
They achieve this through active support from G2G relationships. Their state ownership
therefore renders the need for financing from diverse sources such as multilaterals, private
commercial banks and foreign sovereign wealth funds irrelevant. While the model as it stands
presents easier access to financing, concerns remain over managerial and environmental
risk.However, their increasing mergers with western companies with substantial public listings
are likely to steer this model towards the classical case.
The implications of these contrasting models for African governments relate to mining contract
negotiations and how these should include an infrastructure component. It becomes clear that
governments need to enhance their negotiating and structuring capacity to incorporate
infrastructure in mining investments from western countries under the traditional model.
Additionally, governments need to enhance their monitoring and evaluation capacity to better
equip themselves to obtain the most benefits from mining investment coming from the east.

Box 8: Frischgewaagd-Ledig Project, South Africa
The Frischgewaagd-Ledig Project is being developed by Wesizwe Platinum as one of the best un-mined platinum
group of metals (PGM) assets in South Africa with strong technical and financial partners in Jinchuan Non-Ferrous
Metal Corporation (JNMC) and the China-Africa Development Fund (CADFund).
The project is at the centre of a fully explored new mining area
capable of producing around 330,000 oz or 9.36 tons of PGMs
per year consisting a highly favourableprill split of platinum
(63.2%), palladium (27.1%), rhodium (7.3%) and gold (2.4%).
The project is fully funded by a consortium between JNMC and
the CADFund, in exchange for a 45% shareholding (table 8).
With no commercial lenders and multilaterals in the deal the
project is effectively de-risked through risk insurance and
additional credit lines from the state owned Chinese consortium
(figure 20 and table 9).
The remaining 55% of the shareholding is split between 49%
listed stock (of which the Chinese consortium has a considerable
appetite for) and 6% to Micawber, wholly owned by the
Wesizwe Empowerment Trust established to facilitate black
economic empowerment (BEE) with beneficiaries that include
Wesizwe BEE shareholders. Wesizwe Platinum has strategies in
place to increase black empowerment to the requisite 26% by
the 2014 deadline along with a supplier development strategy
for local BEE companies.

Table 8: Frischgewaagd-Ledig project
Investment

US$ 877m

Project
lifespan

Mine life of 35 years

Schedule

Pre-sink preparation on the main
and ventilation shafts by June 2012

Major
Components

- Mine site located on the Western
Limb of the Bushveld Complex, in
the North West Province
- Plant site for production of
platinum, rhodium, palladium, gold

Project
sponsors

JNMC and CADFund (45%)
Micawber SPV, BEE South Africa
(6%)
Wesizwe listed shares, South
Africa (49%)

Figure 19: Frischgewaagd-Ledig project financing structure
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Table 9: Frischgewaagd-Ledig project financing syndicate

Borrower

Frischgewaagd-Ledig Project

Purpose

To finance construction of mine, processing plant and related infrastructure facilities

Project cost

US$ 877m

Home Devt Bank loan amount
China Development Bank

At least US$ 650m
US$ 650m under Overseas Investment Credit

CADFund

Underwrite additional funding if necessary

Syndicate commercial banks

None

Project Sponsor

JNMC, CADFund, Wesizwe Platinum

Tenor

12 years including grace period of 5 years

Source: http://www.wesizwe.com

6. Financing infrastructure investment
Following on from the discussion in section 4 on an infrastructure development strategy via
RAIDS with spatial development initiatives (SDIs), this section turns to discuss how such
projects might be financed.
According to the AICD, infrastructure financing requirements in Africa’s middle income
countries are estimated at about 10% of GDP per year until 2020. While in absolute terms low
income countries will require a less amount, their investment needs are even higher, at about
15% of GDP per year. This implies overall investments of around $93 billion per year over the
next decade, depending on the realized level of GDP growth. Africa’s infrastructure needs far
outstrip current spending (approximately $45billion in 2007). The annual financing gap for
infrastructure development ($48 billion that includes capital expenditure, operations and
maintenance) may however, be low given recent spikesin oil prices and escalations in
infrastructure costs. 40% of infrastructure spending needs are for power. After power, water
supply and sanitation, followed by transport are the most significant items. Two thirds of the
requirements are for capital expenditure and a third for operation and maintenance.How might
African governments go about meeting this shortfall? Any attempt to unpack such a challenge,
and from the perspective of SDIs, requires some appreciation of the main principles of
infrastructure project finance.
The development of most infrastructure projects can involve considerable capital expenditure.
Like mining, this capital can only be secured after a number of projects risks have been
confirmed and controlled. Unlike mining however, some public infrastructure can inherently be a
high risk low return business as illustrated previously in figure 14 and hence will always require
considerable government involvement. While sectors such as energy can attract investors in
Africa due to the deficit in service provision and its high returns, others such as water and waste
management require more active government participation due to poor urban planning and
inadequate social infrastructure.
The main characteristic of project finance in Africa is that it often involves a considerable
proportion of long term non-recourse debt – debt contracted by the project that has no recourse to
the sponsors or contractors. These projects have longer pay back periods and in some cases it is a
challenge to ring-fence the cash flows from the project. For a good number of public
infrastructure projects in Africa such as roads (with the exception of the few toll roads on the
continent), prisons, schools, stadia, government buildings etc., there is either no immediate “offtake” or the service user fees are sub optimal in the short term, with the shortfall covered through
tax revenues. As a result, seizing the assets of the projects will not mitigate debt repayment risk.

While the concepts of management and construction risk in mining are the same for
infrastructure project finance, the forms of production, market and political risk vary
considerably. Production risk is really operating risk associated with the manner in which
services will be operated and user fees or tax attributable to the service will be collected. This, as
mentioned earlier can be a complex web of cash transfers if user fees are lumped within general
taxes. Market risk is largely foreign exchange risk and related more to the ability to generate
foreign currency revenues to service debt as the infrastructure is used domestically. Finally,
political risk is associated with regulatory risk, sub optimal tariff adjustments and
misappropriation of revenues rather than outright expropriation. These characteristics make
infrastructure projects relatively more challenging to render bankable than mining projects.
With regards to the types of financiers, lenders comprise DFIs, risk insurance providers,
commercial banks and investment banks for loans, bonds, and project finance structuring and
syndication. ECAs would not generally participate in projects that do not have a trade component
– hence linking projects to mining might promote ECA participation through links with sponsors.
Figure 21 illustrates a typical project financing model.
Figure 20: A typical infrastructure project financing structure
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Of Africa’s current spending on infrastructure, 65% is borne by tax payers and infrastructure
users, 21% by the private sector (mostly in ICT) and 14% by OECD and non-OECD sources
(AICD). Relating this to figure 21 implies that a considerable amount of “equity” is poured into
infrastructure projects financed through fiscal means. The adequacy of mechanisms in place to
recover these funds lies in the efficiency of operators and/or collection of tax revenues.
African countries can bridge the infrastructure funding gap estimated by the AICD by increasing
funding from the above sources. Africa has historically received significant Official
Development Assistance (ODA) as a major source of infrastructure funding. Nevertheless,
despite the substantial amounts of money developed countries devote to aid, infrastructure

financing has lost its central position in the last decades. The West has been rethinking its aid
program, moving from a focus on infrastructure and capacity building towards projects
supporting rural development and poverty reduction (Brautigam, 2010).The current global
financial crisis has exacerbated the dearth of ODA funding towards infrastructure, as
governments cut back their budgets. Furthermore, monetary and fiscal conditionalities and
covenants associated with ODA financing are still a common feature of loans disbursed.
African policymakers have turned their attention to domestic resource mobilization amid
uncertain prospects about the ODA. Thus, increasing tax revenues and stimulating public
savings10 is crucial for meeting Africa’s infrastructure challenge. Since low tax-to-GDP ratios
(below 15%) persist in many African countries, increasing revenues by removing exemptions
and strengthening tax administration has been proposed in low income countries, where large
informal sectors impede effective direct taxation. Excises, VAT and other indirect taxes can be
relied on, provided that they are designed with consideration for poor households. Public
resource mobilization is particularly challenging in post conflict countries, who utilize trade
taxes and other simplified direct structures (Brixiona,et al, 2011). Resource rich countries may
introduce a super profit tax during the current commodities price boom and channel the income
into Sovereign Wealth Funds (box 9).
The third alternative would be to increase private participation in infrastructure (PPI). Thepublic
sector – traditional financier of Africa’s infrastructure – is still important, both as a
directfinancier and as a catalyst for private investment. It is also instrumental in addressing
inefficiencies and ensuring maintenance of infrastructure assets. However, PPI in risk sharing is
important, not least because it acts as a buffer for the numerous limitations experienced by many
African governments in tapping into domestic and international capital markets and reduces
implementation and performance risk with private partners that may have better technical
expertise. The role of the private sector and new financing sources has been rising. During the
1990’s and early 2000’s PPPs grew as a source of external financing for African infrastructure.
This is mostly due to the policies implemented by African governments in the 1980’s aimed at
engaging the private sector in the development and management of infrastructure. However, the
expected amounts of private flows have not fully materialized and private sector participation
has remained limited to about 20% of new infrastructure financing. Excluding
telecommunications reduces this even further (figure 24).
Figure 21: Private participation in infrastructure projects
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This can be partly achieved by planning for timely delivery of projects to avoid costly emergency measures,
maintenance of existing infrastructure to limit expensive rehabilitation and improving efficiency of utilities.
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Box 9: Sovereign Wealth Funds
SWFs are government-owned investment vehicles managed by a government entity or external managers on behalf
of a sovereign state, primarily to serve medium-to-long term economic and financial objectives. They have emerged
as a potential solution for the active management of the large stocks of foreign reserves that several countries have
accumulated by exporting commodities and other goods and services. There is considerable controversy about the
relative merits of SWFs and their value added. Often citing the experience of Norway, the International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank are increasingly advocating the creation of SWFs in resource-endowed economies,
arguing that they can help foster economic growth and prosperity for current and future generations. Proponents of
SWFs argue that these vehicles can help stabilize the global financial system by providing cross border liquidity in
times of financial turmoil. Other observers express concerns that SWFs would endow governments with too much
power, which could edge the global economy away from liberalism, impeding market forces and competition. This
argument is strengthened by empirical evidence suggesting that state-owned companies often operate less efficiently
than private firms.
The first African SWFs were established in 1993 in Botswana (the Pula Fund) and Ghana (the Minerals
Development Fund). Currently, Africa counts 15 active SWFs, which are for the most part, relatively small
compared with their peers in other regions of the world (such as Asia and the Middle East) in terms of the size of
assets. The two exceptions are the Libyan Investment Authority (LIA) and the Algerian Revenue Regulation Fund,
which rank among the largest 15 SWFs worldwide in size.
The LIA is the largest and most active Africa-based SWF, although the political unrest in Libya has created
uncertainty about its future. It was created in December 2006 by a decree of the ComitePopulaire General and
started its activity in June 2007 with $50 billion in assets under management. The aim of the LIA, which currently
manages about $470 billion in assets, is to create a durable source of revenue and reduce Libya’s dependence on oil
exports. It invests both domestically and internationally either directly or via its subsidiaries. The bulk of LIA’s
investment in Africa, however, is undertaken by the Libyan African Investment Portfolioand has around $8 billion
in assets under management. Its subsidiary, the Libyan African Investment Company, is present in 30 African
countries, where it invests mainly in real estate and hotels (it owns 22 hotels in 15 African countries). The Libya Oil
Holding Company (formerly Tamoil), another subsidiary of the LIA; runs gas stations in 16 African countries. In
terms of the regional allocation of LIA’s investments in Africa, a sample of 98 deals shows that West Africa stands
out as the largest beneficiary, with a share of 47 percent (figure 22). East Africa and Central Africa each attract 18
percent of total investments. In terms of the sector allocation of these investments, the largest fraction is allocated to
restaurants, hotels, and motels, followed by real estate and infrastructure (figure 23).
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generate foreign currency revenues. Coupled with the susceptibility to political and regulatory
interference, the regulatory and financial risk such investments may be facing is increased.
Secondly, most African countries have low or nonexistent sovereign credit ratings. Only 21 out
of 53 countries have foreign currency debt ratings (table 11). Of these, only 5 have investment
grade ratings above BB-, which, while not prime or high grade, provide relatively broad access
to financial markets as they have lower country risk premiums compared to the speculative junk
bond11 ratings of the remaining 16. The countries that have obtained a rating of at least BBrepresent only 43% of regional gross national income (GNI) and this share is dominated by
South Africa. In all other developing regions the share would be more than 66% of GNI.
Third, most local financial markets have limited capacity to finance infrastructure projects. South
Africa is the only country with domestic banks and a local capital market capable of consistently
providing local currency financing for infrastructure projects on suitable terms and in significant
amounts.

11

Speculative non-investment grade high yield bonds with a higher risk of default

Table 10: Innovative sources of private infrastructure finance
Source

Domestic capital

Foreign capital

Alternative
Local currency infrastructure bonds

Description
Longer term bonds to finance roads, water and energy projects (e.g. Kenya) but needs sufficiently well
developed bond markets which include use of the bonds as collateral, tax exemption for holders and
sharia-compliance to encourage wider investor participation

Commodity-linked bonds

Exchange traded notes listed on a stock exchange (e.g. South Africa's Rand-denominated ETNs) with a
specific redemption date linked to the performance of precious metals. These help commodity
exporters raise funds and hedge against price movements. Capital protection implies investors get at
least the nominal principal invested at maturity

Sovereign wealth funds

Important source of finance based on export receipts for resource rich countries. Nigeria has announced
plans to establish a SWF while the Libyan SWF has been operational since 2006

Pension funds and insurance companies African pension funds have an estimated US$ 40 billion of funds under management and infrastructure
bonds could contribute towards diversifying their portfolios
Equity markets

Through PPS in which the private partners are able to raise capital from stock markets

Securitizing remittances

Inflows from a foreign bank are matched with corresponding payments of the domestic bank in local
currency. Remittance backed cash flows can be rated higher than the sovereign. Ghana and Sierra Leone
are considering these options.

Local commercial banks

Syndicated loans in which domestic commercial banks share the risk of the loan according to tranches

Municipal bonds

Bonds issued by municipalities for localized projects

Sovereign external bonds

Requires macroeconomic stability, credit rating and adequate capacity for servicing (e.g. Ghana's
$750m issuance in 2007)

Diaspora bonds

Require a large diaspora population (e.g. Ethiopia's Millennium Corporate Bond for Ethiopian
Electrical Power corporation). African diaspora remittances were about US$ 37 billion in 2010

Private equity funds

Can make use of a mix of instruments - equity, senior debt, subordinated debt and mezzanine finance
and for longer tenors (e.g. SSA Emerging Africa Infrastructure Fund)

Sovereign wealth funds

SWF assets are expected to be worth $10 trillion by 2015 and could be tapped into. The largest SWFs
are in the Middle East and Asia

International commercial banks

Syndicated loans via international debt houses and banks

Source: Adapted from Brixiova et al (2011), Atta -Mensah (2009)

Table 11: Sovereign credit ratings of African countries, September 2011

ISO
code
AO
BJ
BW
BF
CV
EG
GA
GH
KE
LS
MA
MZ
NA
NG
RW
SN
SC
ZA
TN
UG
ZM

Country
Angola
Benin
Botswana
Burkina Faso
Cape Verde
Egypt
Gabon
Ghana
Kenya
Lesotho
Morocco
Mozambique
Namibia
Nigeria
Rwanda
Senegal
Seychelles
South Africa
Tunisia
Uganda
Zambia

Moody’s Moody’s
rating
outlook
STABLE
Ba3
A2

Ba3

Ba1

B1
A3
Baa3

Fitch
rating
BBB

Fitch
outlook
STABLE
STABLE

NEGATIVE
B+
NEGATIVE BB
BBB+
B+
BBSTABLE
BBBB
BBBBBB
STABLE
B
STABLE
BBB+
NEGATIVE BBBB
B+

STABLE
NEGATIVE
STABLE
STABLE
STABLE
NEGATIVE
STABLE
STABLE
POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
STABLE
STABLE
STABLE
NEGATIVE
POSITIVE
STABLE

S and P
rating
BBB
AB
B+
BB
BBB
B+

S and P
outlook
STABLE
STABLE
STABLE
STABLE
STABLE
NEGATIVE
STABLE
STABLE
STABLE

BBBB+

STABLE
STABLE

B+

STABLE

B+

NEGATIVE

BBB+
BBBB+
B+

STABLE
NEGATIVE
STABLE
STABLE

Note: Bold: junk high yield speculative bonds, Italics: investment grade and under observation, Underlined: Investment grade and premium

Together, these factors have helped shape the characteristics of infrastructure projects with
private participation in Africa – projects permitting faster payback periods and short term debt
(such as telecommunications), smaller projects relative to other regions and financed entirely
with equity. Projects with long payback periods and requiring long term financing to offer
services at an affordable price (such as toll roads) have been neglected.
Despite these limitations there are still ways of innovatively covering the risks to increase PPI. In
the aftermath after the 2008 financial crisis, private investors have become more risk averse than
in the early 2000’s. Nevertheless, the current shift in investor interest from highly leveraged
products in advanced economies to real growth possibilities in selected emerging and developing
countries is an opportunity for Africa. African countries can still attract private investors by
presenting infrastructure gaps as growth investment opportunities. Through risk mitigation
instruments, such as those put in place in the Kenya-Uganda Railway (box 10), the public sector
can catalyze additional private investments in infrastructure, raising the total available sources of
finance. These instruments need to be accompanied by reforms and institutional changes to
eliminate the underlying sources of risks themselves. Brixiovaet a (2011) proposes the following
selection of risk mitigating instruments:

The risk of foreign exchange volatility can be addressed through currency hedging, government
exchange rate guarantees and devaluation liquidity schemes, among others. However, much
greater attention needs to be paid to the affordability of these instruments in the African context.
Commercial and political risk premiums can be covered by credit enhancements through debt
and equity insurance and guarantee instruments that insure against the risk of loss associated
with political risk. While commercial instruments exist, concessional ones such as partial risk
guarantees offered by IDA and AfDBs African Development Fund (ADF) and political risk
insurance offered by MIGA are more suitable. Political risk management instruments incentivize
governments to implement reforms that address performance risk. For middle income countries,
commercial risk management instruments help develop capital markets and enable enterprises
and countries to borrow externally on more competitive terms.
Country risk premiums can be covered by first loss guarantees for a portfolio of transactions. For
example, the First Loss Investment Portfolio Guarantee (FLPG) guarantees a portion (up to 10
percent) of the first loss of a defined portfolio of non-sovereign projects financed by the AfDB in
low income countries. This option allows them to leverage at least five times the value of the
guarantee in additional financing from the non-sovereign pool of lending resources.
Financial risks can be mitigated through viability gap financing, (e.g., public subsidies in the
form of, for example, partial capital cost financing for up-front investment needs). This method
allows for private sector implementation of critical infrastructure projects with high economic
benefits but low financial returns. By leveraging the limited public funding to attract greater
private participation, governments can fast-track key infrastructure developments. Competition
in the bidding process and hence competitive pricing of the viability gap are key for success of
this approach. In addition to subsidies, lowering financing costs for the private sector can also
improve bankability of projects.
To address the challenges of regional infrastructure projects such as country contributions for
projects outside national borders, net importers of services and the inability to obtain ODArelatedor private capital, UNECA has proposed the harnessing of regional and sub-regional funds
and strategically target them towards infrastructure development. The establishment of
infrastructure banks through commitments of agreed percentages of GDP can offer loans, lines of
credit and guarantees to member countries and private investors not currently serviced by exiting
multilateral banks. The establishment of an Africa Investment Guarantee Agency (AIGA) has
been strongly recommended to address the fundraising challenges faced by fragile states and
risky environments that ODA funded MIGA might be unable to underwrite due to the broader
scope that African infrastructure investment entails. Since an AIGA would be funded by member
states, African countries would be willing to underwrite investments even in countries
considered as high risk by arms-length investors. Internal relationships and timely transmission
of information would give the agency the depth and scope within which to guarantee investors
against non-commercial risks such as currency transfer restrictions, expropriation, war and civil
disturbance.

Box 10:Risk Mitigation Innovations in Brownfield Concessions for the Kenya-Uganda Railway
The preparation of the Kenya-Uganda Railway Concession, which was signed in late 2006, involved an innovative
mechanism to solve a long-standing problem with brownfield concessions of all types. If the approach on KenyaUganda rail works, it may have application to concession in other sectors, including energy.
At the time of contract closure, only a handful of railway concessions were in operation in Sub-Saharan Africa, and
only two had been in operation for more than five years. One of the reasons why private investment is scarce in the
African railway sector, and financial risk transfer to private operators rare even under these existing concessions, is
because operators argue that track rehabilitation and renewal should be financed by governments. Their rationale is
that the long life expectancy of these assets (often 40-50 years) makes it impossible for private companies to pay for
them and recoup this investment over the 20-30 year life spans of normal concession agreements.
The traditional approach for dealing with this problem is for concessionaires to finance initial investment, with
governments committing to compensate concessionaires for unamortized investment at the end of the concession
period. But this approach has never been popular with operators because they question the willingness and/or ability
of governments to make good on potentially large commitments made decades earlier by other officials no longer in
government.
As a consequence of this perceived risk, concessionaires usually insist that governments also pay for some or all of
the initial investment, if necessary by securing "soft" loans from donors or DFIs and on-lending these funds to
concessionaires. Most new rail concessions in Africa are of this kind. In effect, governments are becoming
financiers of their own concessions, raising questions about the extent to which they can also monitor contract
compliance and effectively represent the rights of service beneficiaries. And because even under this newer
approach governments must commit to make some end-of-contract payments if called for, the possibility exists that
some private operators ultimately will manage the risk of government failure to make good on these commitments
by slowing down privately financed track rehabilitation and replacement toward the end of the concession period.
The Kenya-Uganda concession addressed this problem by adopting an approach never before used. The
concessionaires were required to make the initial track investment, but the investment was protected with two
related mechanisms.
First, a "conceded asset account" (figure 25) was created for all of the public assets associated with the concession.
Assets handed over to the concessionaires were to be accounted for as concessionaire liabilities to the government
and amortized accordingly. Newly acquired or improved assets, such a rolling stock, were to be amortized under the
same account, but treated as credits to the concessionaires. By independently auditing the account frequently, the
amortization of these investments could be monitored, and the added value by the concessionaires assessed. This
conceded asset account was designed to be the basis on which the accounts between the concessionaires and the
governments could be reconciled whenever the concession contract was terminated, or upon its natural expiration.
Second, government's willingness and ability to make good on obligations relating to this conceded assets account
were supported by two separate IDA Partial Risk Guarantees (PRGs). These were guarantees to the respective
concession companies—US$30 million for RVR-Kenya and US$15 million for RVR-Uganda. The PRGs would be
triggered by the failure of either government to meet its contract termination payment obligations relating to the
Conceded Asset Accounts (or failure to pay any liquidated damages). In other words, the concession contract was
structured so that any breach of contract terms by any party potentially would lead to contract termination, which in
turn would lead to a requirement to make good on any obligation documented in the conceded asset account. In the
case of a government obligation to pay, such an obligation was backed by the PRG.
This combination of mechanisms had never before been structured into a long-term infrastructure concession
contract, much less a transport project. They played an important role in maintaining investor interest during the
bidding process, attracting lenders to the deal (including both commercial banks and DFIs), and shifting project risk
to the private operator. Exactly the same problem limits the private investments associated with brownfield
concessions in the power sector. These kinds of risk mitigation mechanisms may prove useful in that sector as well.
Source: UNECA (2011)

Figure 24: Partial risk guarantee structure

Source: PPIAF

The fourth and most recent alternative to increasing infrastructure financing is to access nonOECD funds. In recent years non-OECD economies have began to play a growing role in
financing infrastructure in Sub-Saharan Africa. Financial flows from these “emerging financiers”,
notably China, India and Arab countries, jumped from less than $1 billion a year in 2003 to
about $8billion in 2006. These new flows are said to be substantial enough to make a meaningful
contribution towards meeting Africa’s infrastructure financing needs. The combined flows from
these financiers are now comparable to traditional ODA from OECD countries and PPI
commitments (Foster, 2008).
While financing from ODA, PPI and non-OECD financiers are comparable in amount, the
sectoral distribution varies substantially (figure 26). ODA is spread fairly evenly among
transport (roads), power (largely transmission and distribution) and water supply and sanitation.
PPI is, as would be expected, skewed heavily towards information and communications
technology. Non-OECD finance is concentrated in power (largely generation and hydropower)
and transport (roads and rail). As a result, each of these sectors receives a different combination
of the three sources of finance.ODA is focused on social concerns and the financing of public
goods, private investors seek the most lucrative projects and non-OECD financiers have the
objective of improving the productive infrastructure needed for natural resources development.

Figure 25: Annual commitments to infrastructure projects in SubSaharan Africa by sector and source,20012006

Note: Data for China includes only projects that could be confirmed by Chinese sources. PPI data include investment commitments to new and
existing projects with financial closure in 2001-06. Source: Foster (2008).

According to Foster (2008), Arab donor country commitments averaged over $500 million a year
for the period 2001 to2007. Finance is channelled through special funds and development
agencies such as the Islamic Development Bank, the Arab Bank for Economic Development and
the Saudi Fund for development. The projects financed are relatively small, with an average
value of $22 million and concentrated more in countries with relatively large Muslim
populations. About 50% of the resources go to transport projects (roads), 30% to power, and
15% to water and sanitation projects.
India’s commitments averaged $500 million a year from 2003 to 2007. India’s financing
activities are closely related to natural resources, where about $7.3billion of investment has been
made. The country’s export-import bank is the main channel for financing. However, financing
is largely concentrated in a deal struck with Nigeria in 2005 in which ONGC Mittal committed
$6billion to construct an oil refinery, a 2,000 megawatt power plant and a 1,000km railway. In
Sudan, India financed $600million worth of energy infrastructure including an oil pipeline, a
power plant and a power transmission system. In Angola, $40 million was committed towards
the rehabilitation of the Namibe-Matala railroad.
Among the emerging financiers of Africa’s infrastructure, China is by far the largest. Its
commitments in the region are estimated to have risen from about $500 million a year from 2001
to 2003 to at least $7 billion in 2006. Most of the financing is channelled through the exportimport Bank of China. The energy and transport sectors receive the largest proportion of
financing as already discussed, reflecting the country’s concentration on natural resource
development (table 12). In energy, China’s participation has focused on the construction of large
hydropower schemes – it is estimated that once existing projects are completed, the available
hydropower generation capacity in Africa would have increased by 30%. In the transport sector,
China has made financing commitments of about $4 billion so far. They include the
rehabilitation of more than 1,350km of existing railway lines and the construction of over 1,600
of new railroads. In roads and water, no more than $900 million has gone to the two sectors
combined.

Table 12: Chinese-financed infrastructure projects linked to Chinese natural resource development projects
Country

Year of
Commitment

Status at end
of 2007

Link to Natural
Resource Development

Botswana

2006

Proposed

Gabon

2006

Agreement

To provide means of
transportation of coal to
China from landlocked
Botswana via Namibian
ports
Provides means of
transportation for the iron
ore output from the
Belinga mine

Guinea

2006

Agreement

Mauritania

2007

Agreement

Total
Source: Foster et al (2008)

Power needed to process
bauxite associated with
China’s mining interests
Facilitates phosphate
mining from the reserves
near the town of Bofal.
Close to Senegal’s border

Project Description

Construction of the Trans
Kgalagadi railway that would link
Botswana with Namibia

Belinga iron ore project. Includes
construction of Poubara hydro
power dam, Belinga-Santa Clara
railway, and deep water port at
Santa Clara. With total projects
cost of $3bn
Construction of Souapiti Dam
hydropower 515 MW project
Construction of 430 km railway
from Nouakchott to Bofal

Chinese
Financing
Commitments
($ mil)
Not available

Not available

1,000

620

1,620

Chinese infrastructure funding takes several forms, which include the traditional models of
commercial and concessional loans, credit lines and grants. Among them, however, the trading
of infrastructure for resources, also referred to as resource for infrastructure swaps (R4Is) (Cassel
et al, 2010) is particularly relevant for the context of this discussion.
In an R4I, a loan is negotiated to finance an infrastructure project and repayment of the loan is
made in terms of natural resources (e.g. copper). This model is by no means novel or unique and
follows a long history of natural resource based transactions, particularly in the oil industry. In
the late 1970s, eager for modern technology and infrastructure but with almost no foreign
exchange, China leveraged its natural resources - ample supplies of oil, coal and other minerals to attract a market-rate $10 billion loan from Japan. China got new infrastructure and technology
from Japan and repaid it with shipments of oil and coal. In 1980, Japan began to finance six
major railway, port, and hydropower projects using Japanese firms, to help build China's
transport corridors, coal mines, and power grids. R4I deals therefore have demonstrable links to
development, judging from China’s unprecedented growth since the 1990s.
R4I deals require an intergovernmental framework agreement which establishes the purpose,
amount, maturity and interest rate of the loan. A loan agreement, in most cases partially
concessional, is then signed between the borrower government and China Ex-Im Bank. The deals
also require that a share of the project is subcontracted to Chinese companies, chosen by Chinese
authorities and approved by the African government. The capital is disbursed in successive
tranches, released against project completion and directly paid to Chinese companies via the ExIm bank. This is a key distinguishing feature of R4Is - the financing works as a credit line with
funds never transferred to host governments. In exchange for infrastructure provision the
borrowing government issues rights to exploit natural resources through licenses for Chinese
natural resource companies, mostly oil or minerals as illustrated in figure 27 and table 13. R4I
deals total around 15% of total Chinese involvement in the region, in addition to the 7 special
economic zones modelled on those constructed in China.

Figure 26: Chinese resources for infrastructure (R4I) swaps
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Table 13: Chinese-financed infrastructure projects backed by natural resources, 2001-07
Country

Year of
Commitment

Status at the
end of 2007

Congo Rep

2001

Sudan

2001

Under
construction
Completed

Angola

2004

Completed

Oil

Nigeria

2005

Under
construction

Oil

Guinea

2006

Agreement

Bauxite

Gabon

2006

Agreement

Iron

Zimbabwe

2006

Agreement,
possibly not
materialized

Chromium

Ghana

2007

Under
Construction

Cocoa

Total
Source: Foster et al (2008)

Natural resource
to be received in
payment
Oil
Oil

Project Description

Congo River Dam. Backed by crude oil
guarantees
Construction of the El-Gaili (Al Jaily) Power
Plant, first tow phases with Sudan’s oil serving as
collateral for the loans
Oil-backed loan to repair damanged infrastructure
bombed in the country’s civil war (power,
transport, ICT, and water portion). China to
receive 10,000 barrels of oil per day
Construction of gas turbine power plant at
Papalanto. Petro China secured by a deal to
purchase 30,000 barrels of crude oil a day from
the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation
(NNPC) for a period of one year, renewable
Saouapiti Dam project. Reportedly linked to
mining (Bauxite) revenues
Belinga iron ore reserve. Loan is to be repaid via
sales of iron to China
Construction of new coal mines and three thermal
power stations in Dande, the Zambezi valley on
the Zambian border. In exchange, Zimbabwe was
to provide China with chromium
Bui Dam hydro-power project. Part of the loan
will be repaid in cocoa exports to China

Total Chinese
Financing
($ mil)
280
128

1,020

298

1,000
Not available
Not available

562
3,287

On average, Chinese loans offer an interest rate of 3.6%, a grace period of 4 years and a maturity
of 12 years. Overall, this represents a grant element of around 36%, which qualifies as
concessional according to official definitions. The variation around these averages is
considerable across countries with interest rates ranging from 1% to 6%, grace periods from 2 to
10 years, maturities from 5 to 25 years and grant elements from 10% to 70%. Chinese loans
compare favourably to commercial lending to Africa but in some cases, may not be as attractive
as ODA which could provide a grant element of up to 66% to Africa (Foster et al, 2008). Despite
this, the R4I swaps are favourable for African countries as they are faster to execute, require
lower coordination costs and arranger fees, and have less conditionalities attached in comparison
to private capital and ODA. This model can be effectively used by countries perceived to be
risky investment destinations or those without creditor credentials but with natural resources to
back up their loans (Alden and Alves, 2009). The Democratic Republic Congo Sicomines deal
(box 11) is a typical example of an R4I in a country with vast natural resources, no creditor
credentials and in desperate need of infrastructure finance.
Box 11: The Democratic Republic of Congo Sicomines deal
On 22 April 2008 a group of Chinese enterprises (comprised of China Railway Group Limited and Sinohydro)
entered into the Sicomines deal with the Congolese government, a deal worth $9.25 billion. Under the deal the
Chinese enterprises will undertake extensive infrastructure works, to be guaranteed and financed through revenues
from a joint mining venture. The mining venture covers a number of copper and cobalt concessions in the province
of Katanga. The value of the mines in 2008 was estimated at $80–85 billion. The Chinese enterprises will take a
68% share in the venture, while Gecamines will retain 32%.
The proceeds from the mining deal will finance a number of projects to repair and build infrastructure throughout
the country. With $6 billion earmarked for road, railway and water projects, it will represent the largest
infrastructure investment in the DRC since colonialism. The deal involves the upgrade, modernisation and
construction of 3,215 k. of railway on the Ilebo-Lubumbashi line, in addition to 3,900 km of asphalt and 2,738 km of
beaten earth road work projects.
Addressing the government’s five development priorities (water, electricity, education, health and transport), the
agreement undertakes to build 32 hospitals, 145 health centres, two hydroelectric dams, 5000 houses, two
universities, two vocational training centres, and to upgrade two airports (Goma and Bukavu) and two electricity
distribution grids (Kinshasa and Lubumbashi).
While these projects will be managed and overseen by the Chinese enterprises, 10–12% of the work for each project
must be sub-contracted out to Congolese companies. The use of Chinese labour is limited to 20% of the required
workforce, while 0.5% of each investment project must be devoted to technology transfer and training Congolese
staff. The financing of the venture will proceed in three stages. In the initial stage all of the resource rents will be
used to repay salary arrears at Gecamines and repay the initial investment loan of $3 billion. This loan will be
provided by the Chinese enterprises with support from the Chinese government. The second phase of the investment
will see 34% of the profits shared among the partners, while the remaining 66% (up to $3 billion) will fund the
infrastructure projects. During these first two stages the venture will be exempt from taxation. However, in the third
and final phase, the venture will be run commercially with new infrastructure projects financed from the
government’s stake and tax revenues.
Source: Matti (2010)

This model has proven an effective and fast way to build African infrastructure. Given the
economic complementarities discussed, Africa’s problems in raising infrastructure finance and
China’s willingness to sign these kinds of deals, China is the ideal business partner for these
transactions as it offers the path of least resistance towards infrastructure for countries endowed

with natural resources. African leadership has typically welcomed China’s fresh approach to
development assistance, which eschews any interference in domestic affairs, emphasizes
partnership and solidarity among developing nations, and offers an alternative development
model based on a more central role of the state. However, civil society commentators have
expressed concerns about environmental damage, debt sustainability, corruption and loss of
competitiveness in manufacturing.
Africa’s mining technocrats12 in the mining sector have also expressed concerns over contract
implementation and adherence to host country laws and regulations. While the R4I contracts are
sold as a win-win, the Chinese tend to renegotiate contracts after they have been signed,
sometimes due to language barriers, and prefer to only deal with officials in high political offices,
without liaising with technocrats in relevant agencies. Policy makers have thus suggested that
technical committees be established for negotiations and monitoring and evaluation. Rather than
including signature bonuses for deals, they suggest that these funds can be redirected towards a
monitoring and evaluation fund to ensure adequate tracking of projects from inception to
completion.
Summary
This section has reviewed the main considerations in financing infrastructure investment with an
appreciation of the characteristics, strengths and challenges associated with different sources of
finance and how the challenges might be addressed. This is summarized in table 14.
The main lesson learned from the analysis is a need to enhance African countries capacity to
negotiate, execute and monitor potential deals even with the constraints and challenges they are
presented with:
•
•

•

•

PPI is low but may be increased through the use of credit enhancements and partial
guarantees, in addition to long term institutional, monetary and fiscal reform.
ODA financing can be similarly enhanced but largely depends on the existing pool of
funds, which is declining as a result of budget cut backs. African countries should
compliment ODA funding by broadening the scope of multilateral finance through the
establishment of regional infrastructure banks and an Africa Investment Guarantee
Agency (AIGA).
Non-OECD financing is on the rise and R4I deals are notable alternatives to traditional
financing models – these should be made more transparent, with greater host country
ownership and accountability. Furthermore, governments should strategically target R4I
deals for energy and transport related infrastructure.
Governments should enhance public finance through the establishment of Sovereign
Wealth Funds as a viable alternative, in addition to tapping local and international capital
markets.

It is important however to consider the possible impact of the global financial crisis on these
interventions. Reduced exports due to slower growth in emerging markets could affect foreign
exchange earnings meant to service debt. Further reduction in OECD budgets will affect the
12

UN -IDEP mining course participants from Chad, Ethiopia, Senegal, Madagascar and Burundi

funds available through the ODA window and tightness in financial markets may dry up
opportunities for financing overall. Nevertheless, the prognosis is that China’s growth, as well as
that from other emerging markets, will maintain its pace for a considerable period of time.

Table 14: Summary of findings – infrastructure project finance in Africa

Public finance
(66%)

ODA
(7%)

PPI
(20%)

Emerging
financiers (7%)

Sector
predominantly
financed

All sectors

Transport, energy,
WSS – focus on
poverty reduction

ICT, transport –
focus on short
term growth

Transport, energy –
focus on natural
resources dev’t

Major source
country

African countries

OECD countries

Not available

China, India, Arab
states

Strengths

Flexibility in project
selection for equitable
access

Loans with up to
66% grant element,
risk guarantees for
PPI.

Additional
financing and
improved
performance

Loans with up to 70%
grant element, low
coordination costs, no
conditions

Weaknesses

Low access to capital
markets, poor tax
administration

Limited budgets for
infrastructure; fiscal,
monetary and
institutional
conditionalities

Political risk,
financial risk,
operational risks,
costs of
coordination

Environmental risk,
managerial risk, debt
sustainability,
corruption

Opportunities for
quick wins

SWFs, domestic
capital market
development

Introduce innovative
governance structures
to reduce risk

Guarantees, FX
hedges, credit
enhancements

Enhance M&E, and
contract negotiation
capacity

Threats -associated
with the financial
crisis

Reduced exports

Further reductions in
budgets

Tightness in
financial markets

Slower growth of
emerging markets

7. Exploiting natural resources for infrastructure development –
policy options for Africa
While infrastructure was responsible for Africa’s improved economic performance, the current
infrastructure deficit poses an extremely narrow bottleneck for unlocking the continent’s
potential. The AICD strongly recommends addressing this deficit as a pressing priority for
catapulting the region into broad-based growth. The AMV is a bold statement by the African
union to pursue a Resource-based African Industrialization and Development Strategy (RAIDS)
given the recent sustained rising trend in commodity prices. The economic growth opportunity
that the nexus between infrastructure development and mining investment offers should be a
natural one to pursue for resource rich countries. It offers the necessary spatial approach to
infrastructure prioritization implored in the AICD. In response, this report has reviewed mining
and infrastructure investment in Africa with a view of partially unpacking the challenge of the
continent’s infrastructure needs.
Due to the commodities super cycle, Africa’s mining industry performed exceptionally well in
2010, with returns to companies far outweighing returns to governments. European, Canadian
and Australian firms represent firms with the largest pan-African footprint on the continent.
Chinese firms are increasingly playing a major role and their state-backed greenfield investments
combined with acquisitions of incumbent western firms, will almost certainly place them in
dominant position in the industry. Participation in infrastructure by western firms is limited to
social development programmes while that of Chinese firms is usually associated with
infrastructure investment to facilitate the evacuation of commodities to the coast, partly due to
the location of their “late comer” greenfield investments in remote areas.
At the same time Africa’s regional infrastructure needs have been prioritized using the concept
of mining SDIs. These offer a practical approach to infrastructure investments given their large
requirements for water, energy and transport that can be put to collateral use to encourage further
linkages. Private sector involvement in infrastructure however, is generally minimal and
concentrated in the telecommunications sector due to the higher profitability over a short period.
Private sector projects that are mining related are largely restricted to privately owned assets,
indicating potential challenges with engaging private mining investors in feeder infrastructure
investment. Furthermore, even if private sector investment were available, many African
countries would not subscribe to regional projects if they were assigned net importing positions.
The main findings concerning financing mining investment include the unavailability of capital
due to real or perceived political risk by financiers from the west, or capital available with higher
country risk premiums and only with the participation of DFIs and indirect lenders such as ECAs,
suppliers and risk insurance providers. Financing from emerging markets such as China however,
is available at lower than market rates due their ability to reduce political risk substantially
through state ownership and G2G relationships. Nevertheless opaqueness, management and
environmental risks remain.
In financing infrastructure, the global financial crisis coupled with OECD aid priorities focused
around social development and poverty reduction are shrinking the pool of ODA funding
available - and only to countries perceived to be able to sustain certain levels of sovereign debt.

Risks to private financiers are higher when payback periods are longer and the inability to
generate cash flows in foreign currency is considered. This combined with African countries’
limited access to domestic and international capital markets to finance their portion of a PPP
further limit the prospects of PPI. Nevertheless, countries have used combinations of credit
enhancements and risk mitigation instruments to maintain some western investor interest but
participation remains low, with over two thirds of infrastructure spending borne domestically.
Non-OECD infrastructure financing, most notably from China, has increased substantially and in
many cases, surpassed the grant element available through ODA. The most pragmatic within the
context of SDIs and a RAIDS are the R4I swaps imported from China that are gaining
prominence. These models eschew most of the limitations of PPI and ODA, with the potential of
significantly narrowing Africa’s infrastructure financing gap. However, while those higher in the
ranks in African governments have generally seen this route as a path of least resistance to
infrastructure development, concerns regarding the terms, environmental factors and debt
sustainability have been raised by civil society and government technocrats.
Given the discussion in the report, how might African governments strategically exploit natural
resources in meeting its economic infrastructure needs to unlock the continent’s economic
potential? The following policy recommendations are offered:
1. Use natural resources as a nucleus for strategic infrastructure development
planning
The concept of SDIs must be adopted by mineral-rich countries as one aspect of implementing a
RAIDS. Given the current surge in mineral prices, the SDI approach is likely to be successful if
managed appropriately and can jump-start infrastructure development, interconnecting peripheral
areas. For a start, the NEPAD commissioned study has carved out 17 proposed SDIs across the
entire continent. These can be integrated with national level SDIs to form a strategic network of
infrastructure. The Maputo Development Corridor is testimony to the success of such initiatives
and thus can be replicated as appropriate in other regions. Specifically, governments must:
•
•

Embark on development corridor scoping studies to ascertain their economic viability
Identify short and medium term projects for implementation at the country and regional
levels

The above could be driven by the NPCA under AUC supervision and participation of ECA and
AfDB.
2. Incorporate these strategic infrastructure development plans in national and
regional integration programmes
As African countries plan their next development cycles, the structured national and regional
level SDIs need to be incorporated in national development plans (NDPs) with appropriate
budgetary allocations and financing arrangements. These plans also need to be uploaded into
regional integration programmes. Since the PIDA is currently developing a continent wide
infrastructure programme in consultation with AU member states, the opportunity exists to plug

country and regional SDI agendas into PIDA’s implementation strategy and investment
programme. Specifically, African governments should:
•
•

Establish country level NDP/NPCA/PIDAtechnical committees to coordinate the
inclusion of selected DCs in NDPs with detailed budgets
The NDP/NPCA/PIDA technical committees should also coordinate the integration of the
SDI agenda in the PIDA

3. Engage the mining private sector, but “know your client” first
One major factor that broadly encompasses Africa’s limitations in attracting PPI is the limited
capacity to negotiate, execute and monitor projects. To promote mining investor participation in
infrastructure investment, an appreciation of the different players and their strategies contributes
towards raising the profile of countries on the negotiation table. Countries need to develop
capacities to critically analyze investment proposals and establish mechanisms in which the
feedback from technocrats is taken into account when considering license applications.
For Chinese R4I deals, countries need to ensure fair valuations for minerals and the
infrastructure projects proposed. Furthermore, it is recommended that economic infrastructure
such as power generation, railways and water works be prioritized over social infrastructure with
less economic benefits such as stadia. The same applies in negotiations with western mining
investors that might propose enclave infrastructure and corporate social responsibility
programmes that have less value added. The Lumwana mine in Zambia is an example in which
PPI could have been explored, rather than the expectation that the public sector finances the
infrastructure.
African countries should build capacity to proactively and innovatively dismantle the risks that
either prevent private participation or raise the costs of capital for infrastructure projects using
credit enhancements, guarantees and risk mitigating structures. Solid monitoring and evaluation
structures are required to ensure successful completion and management of projects for all
investor types. Specifically, African governments need to:
•
•
•

Establish capacity building programmes in project valuation, contract negotiation,
structuring and syndication
Target emerging financiers for more power, transport and most notably water and
sanitation R4Is with emphasis on greenfield projects in selected development corridors
Target western and emerging mining companies for PPI in power and transport
infrastructure with emphasis on expansion and maintenance projects in addition to
greenfield projects

4. Put your money on the table - financially prepare for PPPs domestically and
regionally.
African governments need to increase public finance available to incentivize private participation
in mining related feeder infrastructure by mining and non-mining companies. . Mineral royalties
and super profit taxes should be revised accordingly during the current super cycle and ring
fenced in reserve accounts or sovereign wealth funds for the purposes of financing the public

portion of PPPs. A strengthened tax administration and the development of domestic capital
markets offer additional potential resources that may be tapped into to raise capital.
The establishment of regional infrastructure banks and an Africa Investment Guarantee Agency
(AIGA) is imperative in circumventing the current challenges of external fundraising,
particularly for regional infrastructure projects and SDIs. An AIGA would simultaneously
provide risk insurance and debt to private sponsors and consortia of sovereigns to facilitate
regional projects. Backed by African states, an AIGA would be best placed to underwrite risks
associated with infrastructure investments whose economics are sound but non-commercial risks
are high, due to intergovernmental considerations – similar to the way in which China has
dismantled political risk in investing in Africa.
Specifically, African governments should:
• Establish mechanisms for increasing state income from mineral resources through wellstructured tax and royalty regimes
• Channel these fiscal receipts into the establishment of Sovereign Wealth Funds
• Establish Regional Infrastructure Banks
• Establish an Africa Investment Guarantee Agency
It is also important to note that the alternative ways of closing the infrastructure financing gap
must not be considered in isolation. From the financing models discussed, it is not impossible to
combine non-OECD, OECD, PPI and public finance in structuring infrastructure projects. With
improved negotiation, execution and monitoring capacities such projects might be financed in a
similar way in which ODA financing might be combined with PPI such as the Uganda-Kenya
railway concession.

5. Pursue longer term institutional and financial reform programmes
The main factor preventing international capital inflows into Africa’s economically viable
sectors is political risk. Only through political stability, good governance practices and
institutional reform can investors feel sufficiently confident to provide capital and at market rates.
Financial sector reform and stability will result in the issuance of credit ratings and reduce the
need for risk insurance and other complex structures that are costly to implement.
Specifically, African governments should:
• Enhance local technical capacity in infrastructure bond issuance
• Reformulate existing policies towards creating an enabling environment for the pension
fund and insurance sectors to participate in infrastructure finance
• Provide incentive structure for commercial banks to move towards infrastructure finance
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